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FOREWORD

Reading and Career Education is an impressive addition to IRA's distin-
guished series on Perspectives in Reading. It is based upon the development of a
new conception of vocational education, beginning with activities in the elemen-
tary school and continuing through adult years. Skills essential in certain
vocations are identified early and cultivated in the school program, so that it is
not just by chance that little Joe is prepared to help in a grocery store. Exposure
to the vocabularies and skills of occupations makes for wiser choices of occupa-
tion and a greater readiness for a change of vocation if that becomes necessary in
a changing economy.

This compilation of papers is unusually well introduced and interpreted.
The reader can read the Introduction by the compiling editors and the first
paper by Brickell and then switch to Harris's Summary and Comments for an
excellent initiation into the subject. 3y observing its authorship and the titles of
Sections One, Two, and Three. he can see that the subject is confined to the
United States. Leafing through the pages he can note that research studies are
reported and that examples of curriculum development plans and student
activities are presented. After that; the user of this volume will want to read the
entire book. It has both quality and substance

Some other countries have exceeded the United States in preparing students
for vocations. Over a century ago a nineteen-year-old German boy came to the
United States and became a reporter on a German newspaper. If this had failed,
he was qualified as a confectioner. He became a respected editor and translator
of literature, and avocationally a landscape gardener. Versatility and adaptability
are the characteristics of a survivor, whether he be an immigrant or a young
person needing money for his education or a person who at middle age finds the
factory closed or his house swept away by flood.

It will be interesting to read the reactions of educators in other countries to
the plans and ongoing programs described in this book, and to read papers from
their Perspectives Conferences Meanwhile, all of us have reason to be grateful to
the editors Duane Nielsen and Howard Hjelin, Compiling Editors, and Carol
Winkley, Reviewing Editor, and tr% those who contributed the excellent contents
of this hook. With such a start as this, I predict a World Perspectives Conference
on Reading and Career Education.

Constance M. McCullough,President
International Reading Association

1974-1975
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most notable developments in American education during the 1970s
has been the emergence of the career education concept Although career
education developed from the conceptualization and experimentation oinumer-
ous educational leaders during the preceding ten years, Sidney P. Mar land, Jr.,
former U.S Commissioner of Education, played a deosive role in bringing the
concept into focus as a national priority in American education. Even though
Mar land left federal service, the career education movement continues to
develop and expand.

It is quite obvious that reading skills are essential to meaningful careers and
to the education necessary for preparing for such careers. Reading instruction
thus is an essential foundation for any career education program. In order to
more fully explore this relationship, the International Reading Association held
a Perspectives in Reading Conference which focused on Reading and Career
Education. The articles in this monograph are based on the papers presented at
that Conference which was held as a presession to IRA's 1974 annual convention
in New Orleans.

In Section One, Brickell lays a foundation for a national perspective on
care .r education by establishing the historical roots of the concept. He postu-
lates that career education is the joining of the traditionally separated branches
of liberal and vocational education. He concludes that reading is the one subject
that liberates a student and prepares him fin the world of work. I-eldman, in
proposing alternative educational delivery systems, calls for the educator to
enlarge and sharpen his sense of mission,. establish an atmosphere of account-
ability, and redisco-,er teaching. In discussing career education developments in
Georgia, Nix emphasizes that the skill and love of reading are probably the most
important things that Lan be taught to a person in school and that career
education offers one of the most effective ways of accomplishing this. Pierce
identifies the career education initiatives sponsored by the U.S. Office of
Education and addresses the assumptions underlying these initiatives, while
Hampson discusses career education activities sponsored by the National Insti-
tute of Education. The N11- program attempts to achieve a better understanding
of the role of education in improving career entry and progression and in
developing ways in which education can improve an individual's chances for
career success and satisfaction

VI
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Several 1,1ewpoints LonLernmg leading requirements for career education are
pret,ented in Se Loon Iwo. In exploung the use of large scale assessments to
determine functional literacy levels of the pop...lawn, Ahmann indicates that
the National Assessment of Educational Procc,,,s is beginning such a feasibility
study. He also notes that it is vital that more information be gained about the
lecls and kinds of aLlue,,ement needed to enter and succeed in various types of
jobs. Northcutt describes a national study of adult literacy which presents adult
functional literacy in pragmatic: behavioral terms and develops devices for the
assessment of literacy. Murphy reports on a national study to assess adult
reading competenues. His report discusses the reading tasks that adults need to
perform in order to function adequately. identifies represent me tasks for
assessing reading competence. and desLribes the problems involved in attempting
to set a standard for adult reading cotnriztence. Sticht and McFann report on
factors in determining estuna,es of skills levels required for entry into various
career. They emphasize that little attention has been given to the use of
empirical methods for establishing the level of reading ability needed for success-
ful job training or performance. The empirical methods which have been used
for determining reading skill level requirements of a few Jobs may be extended
to more job and career education programs to insure a closer match between
certification requirements and program demands Sticht and McFann also discuss
the relative merits of the various methods used in establtshing reading demands
of jobs so that such factors can be considered in applying these methods to
career edu att,)11 pregrams In her analysis of reading requirements essential for
satisfying caleer,,. Levin concludes that if students are t ) be prepared for a
future characterued by rapid and uncharted change. they must be equipped to
communicate at all levels competently solve problems through creative and
divergent thinking, and effectively manage a vast conglomerate of steadily
burgeoning knowledge. The exceedingly complex interwoven process known as
reading is the one element indispensable to these skills.

In Section Three, Peterson, Jenkins, Olson, and Jervis discuss the innovative
career education programs with which each is associated. Their articles describe
exemplars of the Lomprehensive career education demonstrations that have been
supported by the U.S. Office of Education through its Vocational Education
Demonstration Program.

Harris, an educational statesman in the field of reading observed all of the
sessions of the Perspectives in Reading Conference as the conference sum-
marizer. In giving his views, as a reading scholar, on the implications of career
education for the field of reading. he observes that ) career education attempts
to make educational experiences meaningful, and 2) reading is a basic communi-
cation tool in career education.

DMN
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The International Reading Association
attempts, through its publications, to pro-
vide a forum for a wide spectrum of opinion
on reading. This policy permits divergent
viewpoints without assuming the endorse-
ment of the Association.

viii
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SECTION ONE

NATIONAL PERSPECTIVES



NATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
ON CAREER EDUCATION
Henry Al. Brick(' II

For well user 2,000 .ears. people concerned with the design of education have
attempted to determine the ultimate goal of education. Should education
liberate the mmd or sustain the body') Should it explain the world or merely
teach one to Lope with it'' Should education supply facts, ideas, and principles
or prepare one for securing food, shelter. and clothing?

The debate has always ended the same way in a tie. Education has to do
both. It has to liberate the mind and ennoble the spirit, and it has to be practical
and useful. Having arrived at that conclusion, the problem still remains for
practicing educators to arrange it.

The basic solution over the centuries has been essentially the same. com-
plete a person's liberal education first. then give him a vocational school sooner
or later, it is Just a matter of when.

Harvard law school is a vocational school. and so are Yale divinity school,.
Columbia medical sLhool. LSI1 school of education, High School of Needle
Trades in New York, the community colleges in California, and the commercial
schools for keypunch operators in New Orleans. In addition, every graduate
school, no matter what degree it offers, is a vocational school. You almost have
to go to a voLational school in order to get a good job. You can start vocational
training after elementary school or in high school or in college or aftetward,
whenever you have finished your liberal education.

There are problems with this two-tiered arrangement: Some people stop
school before getting the vocational training they need-, some cannot see the
conneLtion between their hbetal eduLation and the work they will do some day:
others explore career possibilities too late, learn too little of the options
available. and make poor onces; while many persons don't learn the values,
attitudes. and habits of good workers during the formative stage of their
development and may he unable to acquire them later.

A further problem is that this system splits the school curriculum into. I ) a
higher-prestige academic segment and 24 a lower-prestige vocational segment a

split that broadcasts mixed signals to millions of students and thousands of

2 National Perspectives
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guidance Lounselors. \ Lonsequence of tins split is the division of the faculty
into two faL non. the aLademL and %mammal department., or the liberal arts
and vocational colleges.

Thus the two-tiered system we have designed and now operate has its
problems. For example. most of the women interviewed for secretarial positions
in my office in N.w York do not want to be secretaries. but they do want to eat.
Many have graduated from four -yeas colleges with their liberal education com-
pleted. Their minds and spirits have been freed, but their bodies need help. Since
they have only one salable skill, the ability to type (learned in high school or in a

crash business school course after college), they apply for jobs as secretaries.
After notifying me in the int:ial interview that they do not want to he
secretaries, they arc put on my payroll and go on to demonstrate that they are
not 01'!) disintetested, but unqualified. Eventually, to break out, the best of
them go on to trade school.

My older son graduated from college after 17 years of fu" .ime schooling;
his education cost me (and other taxpayers) about 554,000. At this time he has
one salable skill he can drive a car or a taxi. Now, I have to send him to a trade
school for three or four years at a cost of S15,000 to 520,000 more. My older
daughter is a college sophomore. She has completed 15 years of full-time
schooling at a cost of about 547,000. Now I am sending her to England to study
the sociology of unemployment. (The British have had a lot of it lately.) She
needs this education to understand her on situation when she graduates from
college two years from now: you see. she can't even type.

My younger daughter is stilt in junior high school. In the last marking
period. she was kept off tip! school honor roll for the first time because she
earned a Din typing. ' ou realire what this means, of course. Seven years from
now, when she completes her college education, she will go on welfare unless I

cap off her liberal education with some vocational training.

Recently. I was helping my eighth grade son with his mathematics home-
work, We were building a scale model house out of cardboard but he was having
trouble figuring out the correct pitch for the roof. lie knew how far he wanted
the eaves to extend outward from the walls, and he knew how high the roof had
to be but he couldn't figure out the rest. We talket; for a while about right
triangles. Suddenly he brightened visibly and said. "Oh! Miss Alexander was
talking about those hypotenuses in class only last week!" I sent him away for his
plotractur and reflected on rt,e fa:, !h ., this was sure!), not the first budding
architeLt to stumble act oss a Lonnection between Ins liber.t! ciuLai,, n and a skill
he would need on the job. But I thought a little longer about the millions of
students who move through elementary school., high school, and even college
without ever making that connection.

I am currently working on the redesign of teacher education in 53 colleges
and universities in Ohio. I have talked with hundreds of teachers and whether

BRICKELL 3
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they were trained last year or 30 years ago. many of them say the same thing:
their professors did not know enough about teaching. gave impractical advice,
had not been in a classroom for years. and couldn't handle one if they tried.
Field experiences and student teaching are by far the most valuable aspects of
teacher training. but they come far too late and occupy too little of the four
years of college. Methods courses ought to be relocated out in the schools.
Double professorships ought to be established. pairing every professor with a
master teacher who can demonstrate what is being said.

We are not really satisfied with the two-tiered system. Actually, we have
been trying for a long time to create something more in line with the American
viewpoint. About 200 years ago. Benjamin Franklin opened an academy in
Philadelphia to demonstrate the harmonious combination of academic and
vocational skills. It is exactly what we might have expected of Franklin, a
liberally educated man with a well-developed sense of what is useful. Many years
ago. too. John Dewey opened an experimental high school at the University of
ChiLago for the same purpose that of providing a program combining aca-
demic and vocatmnal 'kills. Such actions ought have been expected of Dewey. a
pragmatic p' i:osopher. Both men displayed that remarkably American combina-
tion of the intellectual and practical.

Today, with the passing of educational initiative from private to public'
hands and from local to federal authorities, the federal government is by far the
most active inventor of new forms of educational practice. Acting through and
with state and local authorities, the federal government is once more trying to
design a form of education that has a harmonious combination of the academic
and the vocational.

But Uncle Sam is not a gifted student of education. He is not a Benjamin
Franklin or a John Dewey and. because of this, the federal government moves
cautiously and slowly. In the 1860s. after watching the private colleges run
vocational schools for lawyers and ministers for a hundred years or more, the
government passed the Morrill Act and built land-grant colleges vocational
schools for farmers and mechanics. They were a collegiate-vocational "layer" on
the high school academic "cake," the second tier in a two-tiered plan.

At about the same time, the courts told the school board in Kalamazoo,
Michigan. that it was legal to run a public high school. For the next 50 years the
public high schools acted like private high schools and gave the students a liberal
education to get them ready for college,. where they could finally begin their
vocational training. In 1917, the federal government passed the Smith-Hughes
Act to get vocational training into the high schools. Those vocational courses
were a high school layer on the elementary school academic cake, still the
second tier in a two-tiered plan.

Things stayed about the same for another 50 years. except for minor
adjustments in the Smith-Hughes Act to keep it timely. Then. 100 years after

4 National Perspectives
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wcat tonal training was added to colleges and 50 years after it was added to high
schools. vocational education as added to elementary schools by means of the
1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act. The name was changed to
career education and. this time, the gosernment did not define career education
but merely authorized and financed it. Today. surrounded by dozens of state
plans and hundreds of local projects. the government can say. "flow what have!
done"

No doubt, more has been done than is realized. Most important. career
education has been drnen so far down into the elementary schools that it cannot
he the second tier in a two-tiered system. It cannot be the elementary vocational
"layer" on a preschool academic "cake.- A student can no longer finish his
academic education 1)etore he begins his vocal. al education. He begins both
types of education at the same time, so at least they are parallel. It is possible
that a new elementary career education curriculum will become the long-sought
harmonious combination of the academic and the vocational. If it does, it may
than serve as a model of what can he done in junior and senior high schools and
cen in college,.

Until recently. the federal government was represented by Sidney P.
%Hand. Jr.-. a champion of a career education he never defined. and a signifi-
cant figure in the movement while he was U.S. Commissioner of Education.
Mar land brought into the federal government a school superintendent's concern
at, mot a high school curriculum that prepared sonic students for college, some
fir work. and some for nothing. He thought there ought to be only two exits
from high school: one into work and the other into more schooling.

The federal government was also represented until recently by Harry
Silberman. who headed the research unit at USOI- and chaired a task force that
came up with four alternative models of career education. Only one of the four
na .iels involved the public schools, reflecting Silberman's view that we need
crc five nonschool systems for delivering career education.

Currently Ken Hoyt. head of the new USOF Center for Career Education.
re; resents the government. Hoyt's definition of work is so broad that it em-
br.,:es most constructive human activities. Further, the government is being
mfr renced by James Coleman of Johns Hopkins University. who complains
Axon the separation of students from workers and the separation of places of
education from places of work.

T here are some repeated themes in career education: career awareness in the

elen.c-urary schools, career exploration in junior high, career preparation in
saw high: the infusion of career concepts into every subject field: schools as
places of work, places of work as schools, workers as teachers; community
mvokement . alternative delivery systems. occupational sex stereotyping: educa-
tion for multiple careers: and continuing education.

BRICKELL
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The career education movement is not without debate and controversy. The
philosophy, definition, scope, character, delivery system, participants, and cost
of career education are all under active discussion. For example, whether the
word career should be used to denote only a person's career in the economic
sector or whether the term should be broadened to include a person's careers as
citizen. family member, leisured person, ethical person, aesthetic person, and so
on, is a matter for debate, There is serious concern lest the term career education
be mistaken as equivalent to vocational education and there is equally serious
concern that the relation between the two be clarified. Does career education
precede vocational education or is it parallel to vocational education or does it
include vocational education or does it follow vocational education or is it an
alternative to vocational education?

It is entirely apparent, from some recent surveys of public attitudes, that
career education is quite in keeping with the traditional American viewpoint that
it is not enough to know something you have to be able to do something. It
seems that career education may stand at the exact intersection of public and
professional aspiiations for education. Career education may be the ideal ground
(perhaps the only ground) on which both the public and the profession can
stand without each feeling a little crowded by the other. The general public
believes that there is a direct connection between learning to know something
and learning to do something; between becoming educated and becoming suc-
cessful. If the profession can agree that there is no conflict between a liberal
education and a career oriented education, and that each one enhances the
other, then we have the ingredients for a long term bargain with the public.

Now we come to the specialists in the teaching of reading. The fundamental
vocational skill in our society is the ability to read. A person has to be able to
read to find out about available jobs, to get a job, to keep a job, to get ahead in a
job, and to change to another job. If you are concerned with the teaching of
reading, you are a vocational educator. This may not be true for other educa-
tors those in the sciences, art, music, mathematics, physical education, social
studies, and foreign languages. What they teach may be only liberating, but
reading teachers teach the only skill that will be used by every person in every
job, the only skill that can free the mind and put bread on the table, The
curriculum specialists cannot debate about how to combine reading with voca-
tional subjects; reading is a vocational subject as well as a liberating art.

It is one thing for the profession to declare that every student has a right to
read; it is another thing t it every student to declare that he has a reason to read.
Career choice, career entry, career continuation, career progress, and career
change are all good reason, to read reasons every student can understand. It is
up to reading teachers to explain the distinction.

6 National Perspectives
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THE NEED FOR
ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Marvin J. Feldman

We are at the beginning of a new era in career education. Last year, for the first
time in history, more than half the American work force worked in jobs for
which educators prepared them. Always before, the majority of America's
workers had been trained on the job. In the past, education has been somewhat
secondary and supplementary. Now, educators have the primary responsibility.

But at the very time our responsibilities have reached a new high, the
public's confidence in our ability to exercise this vast responsibility has reached
a new low. In 1973, the Harris organization released some updated measures of
the people's confidence in the leadership of America's institutions, and the
results were hair-raising. As recently as 1966,61 percent of the people expressed
"a great deal of confidence" in education's leadership. Since then, that figure has
fallen to an alarming 33 percent, and it is still falling.

The reasons for this headlong erosion of confidence seem clear enough on
the surface. People want something from the educational establishment that is
not being delivered. The message is clear. If education is to regain the confidence
of the people, it must produce results that make sense to the people. Unfortu-
nately, we are currently spending billions of dollars to perpetuate a discredited
pattern of educational effort.

American education needs three things: I) an enlarged and sharpened sense
of mission, 2) an increasing methodological pluralism in a new atmosphere of
accountability, and 3) a renaissance of teaching.

The public wants two things from educators one consciously, the other,
subconsciously. The public's conscious demand is that education be made
relevant to the world of work. What vocational educators have known for
years that America is miseducating at least half of its young people has, at last,
become conventional wisdom. On this count alone, career educators are in a
stronger position than ever before. From the beginning, the intention has been
to prepare people realistically for the world of work and career educators are
fulfilling that intention with increasing skill and accuracy.

The public's subconscious demand is another matter altogether. It is a
demand that education be made more relevant to the achievement of a good life.

FELDMAN 7
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An elemental new reality is being thrust upon America's educators. Masses of
people are beginning to see life's larger possibilities and a need to pursue them.
This has never happened before; it is a new option. We have lived through an era
in which most people spent their lives either working or resting from work. Now
most people are aspiring to examine and experience a range of life's possibilities
that before has been an option open to only a few.

We are entering an era of not only mass affluence, but of mass appetite for
participation in culture and creativity. The search for meaning is becoming a
universal search; the need to create is becoming a universal need; and the desire
to reshape society is becoming a universal desire.

We are all familiar with the phenomenon of rising expectations, but now we
face something quite different an era of never, higher expectations.

Some have said that the work ethic is disappearing. That is a superficial and
grossly misleading, statement, our society is working harder than any in history,
Something quite different is happening. People are not asking that work be made
pleasant, but rather that it be made meaningful; they are not asking that work be
made less demanding, but that it be made more demanding that jobs be
redesigned so that more of their human capacities can be utilized.

The subconscious ambitior that education prepare all young people for a
larger, fuller life seems at first to contradict the conscious demand for an
education relevant to one's future work. It seems to demand a radical extension
of what we call liberal arts education at the very time when the demand for
work.relevant education has reached a new high.

To resolve this apparent dilemma, we need to integrate various segments to
the educational enterprise. The arts in which we educate people have been
historically divided into three separate domains: practical arts, liberal arts, and
tine arts. To integrate these three domains, educators must see their inter-
relationships, and bring them together in all institutions.

All the arts (not just the so-called liberal arts) are, in their way, liberating.
All of them free us from enslaving limitations and enlarge us in different ways.

The practical arts are the arts of function. Their mastery provides indepen-
dence from degrading toil-, they free us from the anxiety of insecurity. The
liberal arts are the arts of meaning. Their mastery provides a sense of purpose,
relationship, and order. They free us from the anxiety of alienation. help us
know the full range of human possibilities, and guide our restless efforts to
perfect our institutions. The fine arts are the arts of transcendence. Their
mastery provides a sense of depth, mystery, and majesty. They remind us that
we can create more than we can comprehend; they free us from the anxiety of
limitation.

We have educated many people in the liberal arts, but the practical arts and
the fine arts have been reserved for a few. Now that must change; the education
of isolated, specialized elites is a thing of the past. A new mass aristocracy is
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demanding preparation for participation in the larger human experience and we
must provide the preparation.

Vocational education has always been education for participation. We have
taken people whose ability to participate in the world of work was minimal and
enlarged that ability by teaching practical skills. But the days when career
educators could teach a student a skill and enough geography to find his way to
work are gone forever.

We have taught our students, incidentally, a measure of awareness of the
liberal arts and a measure of appreciation for the fine arts. But awareness and
appreciation are passive and nonparticipatory and that is no longer good
enough. People are now yearning to participate in the whole of the human
enterprise, not just a part of it.

How do we achieve this new relevance.' We will not achieve it by devising
intricate new delivery systems. We will achieve it as we understand and eliminate
educators' discouraging, paralyzing tendencies to resist change.

The basic reason for the galloping irrelevance 01 the American educational
establishment has not been clearly perceived and articulated. Industry, still the
principal source of job opportunities, is changing rapidly. Education is not
changing, even though there is constant talk of change and the press is full of
announcements of promising innovations in teaching technology. Thus, an
illusion of change has been created in a sector of society that is painfully slow to
adopt change.

The principle illustrations of this regrettable reality are familiar to all. The
summer recess (which is only beginning to disappear) is a holdover from the past
when young people were needed to help with the harvest in a primarily
agricultural society. The lecture method; which was absolutely necessary before
the development of movable type, is now logically obsolete but it still remains
the basic method of information transfer in most of our educational institutions.

It is not much of an exaggeration to say that industry absorbs more change
in a year than education absorbs in a generation. There is a neglected reason for
this.. Industry accepts change, not as a matter of choice, but as a matter of
absolute necessity. Industry is not magically exempt fro' ' that stubborn and
universal human tendency to resist change. Industry probably fights change as
desperately as does education. The difference is that industry usually loses the
fight. The inexorably competitive pressures of a free economy force continuous
innovation in industry and its prompt, universal imitation.

Industry cannot long persist in a mal-investment of resources. Business
writes off sour investments constantly. When have you heard of education
writing off a bad investment'

The American education establishment is uniquely insulated from change.
It's institutions are, for the most part, deliberately exempt from any market
discipline. There are some good logical and historical reasons for this, but they
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do not modify the results. American industry, which is absorbing change at an
accelerating rate, and whose manpower needs are changing apace, is fed or
supplied by educational institutions that are largely blind to the need for change
and immune to the necessity for change.

There are no real write offs in education. As a result, there are persistent,
self-perpetuating mal-investments which are astounding in their magnitude and
alarming in their consequences. Educators have not used, in a responsible
manner,. their exemption from economic discipline. For example, in numerous
career preparatory programs, there is a radically negative correlation between
enrollments and probable job opportunities.

Education must become accountable. We must develop definite standards of
performance. We must make certain that the responsibility for educating young
people flows to institutions which perform well and flows away from institu-
tions which perform poorly. It is as simple as that. We need to establish an
atmosphere of accountability everywhere in education.

Accountability (responsibility for results) is becoming the new American
obsession which shifts the emphasis from method to performance. The excuse is
no longer acceptable that an individual or institution did what he/it was
"supposed to do" regardless of the results.

You can see evidence of the ascendancy of accountability in medicine
(historically exempt from it), in law, in teaching, and even in television repair.
Thus, some revered conventions are giving way.

In education; the policy of automatic promotion from grade to grade is
losing its appeal New York City is pioneering a system of accountability for its
950 schools. Even tenure for teachers is under attack.

When accountability is established, the question of alu.rnative strategies,
systems, and techniques becomes secondary. Responsible experimentation can
take place in a thousand places. We can welcome all delivery systems, confident
that those that work will survive and grow and those that don't work will wither
and die.

While we need to integrate our sense of mission, we need to disintegrate our
approach to achieving it. We need a new pluralism in education, a new resolve to
let a million flowers bloom. We need to welcome schools of all sorts and shapes
and sizes, so our educational responses will be as diverse as the needs of our
diversified civilization. Perhaps the most important feature of American society
is a headlong diversification. Our traditionally homogenized society is every-.
where dehomogenizing itself, making necessary a new diversity in approaching
social problems, particularly in education.

People are demanding new flexibility in work job sharing, job enrichment,
sabbaticals, mid-career job changes and even a three day week.

For years, we have unthinkingly described America as a melting pot. Now,
led by the Blacks, we are coming to realize that ethnic pluralism is the dominant
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American experience. Whereas more than 40 percent of all voters are "indepen-
dents," 49 percent of the younger citizens show no strict party affiliations in
their Noting.

The evidence is everywhere in music,, in retailing, in sports, and in
linguistics. America is becoming indescribably diverse, and education is begin-
ning to respond. We see a growing variety of schools and systems developing side
by side. Pasadena now has a forward looking Alternative School, but it also has a
backward looking Fundamental School. There is a backlash building against the
new math. Curricular experiments of all kinds are under way. There is a growing
feeling of freedom to find new ways.

Finally, we need to rediscover teaching. Perhaps the most effective delivery
system is a humble nonsystem a questioning student on one end and a devoted
teacher on the other. Perhaps less is more.

Teaching is rarely talked about. It is unusual on any college campus to hear
a really intelligent discussion of teaching as teaching. Teaching is lardy on the
agenda of academic conferences and meetings. It is as if the teachers who attend
these sessions take pains to disguise the fact that they are teachers. In the vast
110% of literature m higher education a useful article about teaching is a rarity;
but the situation can be changed. The first step is to acknowledge that teaching
is our central function; the second,. to affirm that teaching is a perfectible
pursuit. We need to demystify the teaching process and to expose certain
stubborn myths about it.

For example, some say that teaching cannot be taught; others look for ways
to revitalize teaching by methods that are bound to fail. A growing evaluation
cult is emerging. While evaluation may be useful for other reasons, the teaching
process will not improve simply by measuring it more often and more carefully.

Other critics of the teaching process often look vainly for remedies in the
wrong places. new curricula, new styles of teaching, or more elaborate forms of
government. Others argue that helping teachers to teach more effectively is
unnecessary or impossible.

We have only begun to explore ways to help teachers teach more effectively.
We know mainly what doesn't work. We have often tried to improve teaching by
vague emotional exhortations to rededicate ourselves to the task, by offering
technical tips on how to teach, by restlessly reshuffling subject matter, and by
offering prizes to winning teachers (as if teaching were 3 kind of Miss America
pageant). There is no evidence that these plausible methods have had much
effect.

What has not been done, but desperately needs to be done, is to fashion a
workable system of supports based on a solid framework of new relationships
among teachers and their colleagues, students, administrators, and specialists in
the learning process.

Students are not methodically trained to judge the quality of the teaching
they encounter, nor, in any objective sense, the process of their learning. Neither
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are they guided in how to work most effectively with classmates and teachers.
Experts believe that an important part of the answer to the teaching

dilemma is in a heightened consciousness, on the part of both faculty and
students, of the mysterious metabolism of the teaching and learning process.
This quest should have a high priority.

Alternative delivery systems are required in career education as in all
educational endeavors. In order to develop workable systems we need to enlarge
and sharpen our sense of educational mission, invite increasing pluralism by
establishing an atmosphere of accountability, and rediscover teaching. Career
education will then come of age.

12
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STATE DEVELOPMENTS
IN CAREER EDUCATION

Jack P. Nix

The April 1974 issue of American Education Magazine contained an article on a
literature survey conducted by the National Assessment of Educational Progress.
The survey found that nationally, 98 percent of the thirteen-year-olds ques-
tioned reported that they read on their own, apart from any school assignment,
at least one of eight types of literature. Nineteen out of twenty seventeen-year-
olds and nine out of ten young adults made the same report.

The study also found that most young Americans feel it is important to read
and study literature. Among thirteen-year-olds, for example, more than three
out of four agree that it is important that literature be taught in school. Popular
fiction, such as The Moonstone Ulysses, The Hobbit, and Invisible Man, was the
favorite category of reading among the 90,000 people surveyed.

The report emphasizes two points: 1) the skill and love of reading are
probably the most important things we can teach a person in school, and 2) the
education enterprise ought to make use of every available resource in teaching
reading as an integral part of every school subject. Career education offers one of
the most effective ways to do this.

The quality of any education program in this country is directly related to
the success or failure of its efforts to teach students to read. Parents, public
officials, and the average citizen are all concerned about the effectiveness of the
schools, and their concern seems to focus on the problem of reading failures.
The failure to teach everyone to read is a major cause of the attacks being made
on schools today in the form of school bond defeats, student and community
unrest, and parents' searches for alternatives to traditional educational methods.

In California, these is an example of the lengths to which some citizens will
take their concern. An eighteen-year-old student, calling himself Peter Doe, has
tiled a suit against the state school system of California charging that it failed to
teach him to read and he is requesting several hundred thousand dollars in
damages. This person is a high school graduate who claims he cannot read well
enough to function in today's society. Whether it is the state's fault that he
cannot read will be determined by the courts.
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The court's derision will he interesting and it may well have some direct
impact on school systems all over the United States, but in the meantime, the
implications are clear the ability or lack of ability of school children and adults
to read is a matter of urgent concern in the nation. All the resources we can
muster, in every school in the country, need to he used to insure that every
student learns to read well enough to function in modern society.

How can we proceed') When we decided to put a man on the moon, we
combined our tangible resources people, money, and brains and put them to
work on the project. Then most of us became spectators while a few actually did
the work. Solving the problem of reading deficiencies cannot be accomplished in
the same way. It is going to take everyone in the educational system, working
with parents and students, to make better reading a reality.

The concept of career education is a perfect medium for bringing about this
integrated, total approach to teaching and learning in which students and
parents, teachers of English. and teachers of other disciplines all work together
for the education of the students.

Career educators in Georgia are making progress along this line. They are
finding that career education as a concept can he successfully effected in every
classroom at every grade level and that it can be a coordinated, academic/
vocational approach to learning foi both student and teacher.

Georgia's approach to career education at the elementary school level offers
more than 200 resource units to the teachers who are using the concept. One
teacher likes to talk informally with her sixth grade class about three or four
possible careers they might study. for example, health, conservation, and televi-
sion. She gives her students plenty of information to develop their interests and
is able to determine whether there is enough enthusiasm for an area to take a
vote on what the class will study.

Every career education unit uses and develops reading skills in the students
who participate. The first step, research; requires students to go to the library
and learn to find and use reference materials. In the television unit, for example,
children put together and perform a single evening's television program. For one
class this involved researching and writing a news program on current events of
the day. leading off will' a report on Nixon's visit to China. The news program
also contained interviews by class members acting as reporters on the scene of
news events. Commercials were written and art work was prepared. The big show
of the evening was a dramatic presentation from the regular literature book. The
class not only read the play; they memorized their parts, planned costuming and
staging. and actually performed before a videotape camera.

As children perform all these activities they are adding new words to their
vocabularies. learning denmcrati_ processes. gaining selfconfidence, building a
good attitude toward work and what it means. and learning that education is
both important and worthwhile.
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Georgia teachers ale excited about career education for many reasons. They
say it works well for every tin Id in the Lass, slow children have a chance to excel
in something, and gifted youngsters can delve as deeply into a subject as their
interests lead them. Yet, students are not separated into slow, average, and gifted
groups. The motivation for the slower child comes from the fact that he is
reading something he is intensely interested in.

One teacher said, "This approach makes every chid a student." The teacher
described a sixth grade child who seemed completely disinterested in everything
at the beginning of the year. lie couldn't spell and he couldn't write a complete,
sensible sentence. During the first unit on health careers he became deeply
interested in the field of pathology. He asked for, and was given, a microscope
for Christmas. On the _lass field trip to the hospital he wanted to spend all his
lime with the pathologist. Now he is writing well. he has achieved a high degree
of coordination with his hands, and he's expressing himself orally in front of the
class with great self-confidence. A year ago this child did not even know the
word pat hologv; now his life's goal is to work in the field.

If this particular child stays in the school system in which he is enrolled, he
will go to a middle school that also uses the career education approach. This
follow-through aspect of the concept is extremely important. Because of it, the
individual child's enthusiasm and ability are recognized and encouraged by each
of his teachers, and his progress is almost guaranteed. Because of a coordinated
effort in the school system to put across the career education concept, this sixth
grader might actually become a pathologist.

Georgia is stressing the cross-discipline, team-teaching approach to career
education in every school that adopts the concept. It is moving to a horizontal
curriculum pattern at the secondary level. In its Coordinated Vocational and
Academic Education program at the high school level, the CVAE. English, home
economics, and shop teachers form a team. The English teacher uses vocational
materials such as blueprints and technical manuals to teach reading, and the shop
teacher teaches reading in his class. We have had some positive results in reading
growth in the few areas where the approach is used, and we are working to
expand it. In addition, some individualized instructional materials have been
designed to help teach reading to the students.

The whole effort is designed to focus on the student and his needs rather
than the discipline, to be concerned with the individual rather than the subject
to be taught. This approach is more demanding on teachers, because it requires
them to budget their time and to do more planning of individual instruction for
students. Teachers also have to give up some of their ideas about the singular
importance of their own field of knowledge, but the results seem to be well
worth the extra time and effort. Career education can mean the difference in
whether or not a child grows up to be a well-adjusted self-confident, self-
disciplined, contributing member of society. Career education can raise the
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overall achievement level of a class and it can bring together the parents. the
school, and the community as no other effort can. Because children are working
on something that deeply interests and involves them, discipline is seldom a
problem. As one teacher said."It makes school more fun," and that's important
for the teacher as well as the student.

Career education can he a major factor in developing reading interests and
skills in every student by making reading attractive, rewarding, and worthwhile.
When we learn from the National Assessment Project that so many young people
think literature is important, our next thought should be "What can we do to
insure that even more young people have this healthy attitude about books?"
Career education is one way, and it's a natural way, because all education is
career education. Life is a perpetual education process when a person has the
habit of reading.

In Georgia. teachers are trying to instill the idea that language is the
common bond of mankind, that unless man is able to communicate with other
men, his highly superior, supertechnological society is useless. Reading is basic to
personal success. Without the ability to read, a person is cut off from the
mainstream of society and faces a limited chance to live a self-fulfilling.
rewarding life.
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USOE CAREER
EDUCATION INITIATIVES

William F. Pierce

For many reasons, most concerned politicians, educators, parents, and students
are dissatisfied with the results of our cut rent efforts in education. Anyone who
reads or listens knows that the dissatisfaction takes many forms and is expressed
in many ways.

For example, some feel that the "melting pot" theory is, and always has
been, a farce and consequently there is a need for concern over an educational
system which addresses itself to cultural pluralism, The authors of Work in
America contend that we have responded to the need for higher education
attainment by concerning ourselves with the 3iquistt ion of degrees, diplomas,
and credentials rather than with learning. According to futurists like loftier, we
are presenting people with curricula which are "mindless holdovers from the
past" and which do essentially nothing to prepare our children to live, to work,
or to cope with whet today's society or that of the future.

The authors of the new book, Work is Here to Stay, Alas, contend that,
insofar as many of today's occupations are concerned, people are overeducated
and therefore unhappy, discontent, and in some instances, militant. Sidney
Marland. former Assistant Secretary of Education. reminded us in his speeches
and his writings of the vast numbers of secondary and postsecondary students
who have been ill-served and ill-prepared by today's education.

The calls for change in education go on and on. They Include the call for
educational accountability, the recognition of the absolutely inexcusable in-
equality of educational expenditures from state to state and district to district,
the lack of attainment of basic skills of many of our young, and the so-called
lack of relevance of today's curriculum.

When one weighs the positive aspects of the American educational system
the beautiful buildings, the high percentage of our youth enrolled in elementary
schools, the highly certified teachers, the number of counselors, the salaries of
teachers and administrators, the relatively low percentage of dropouts, and the
striking reduction in adult functional illiteracy against the negative fact that
thousands still drop out, thousands are ill-prepared and untrained after gradu-
ation,, and, perhaps most disturbing of all, thousands are still misguided, misled,
and misdirected, then one is forced to respond to these calls for change.
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Lyndon Johnson is credited with saying, "To hunger for use and to go
unused, is the greatest hunger of all." And our youth do hunger. Why else would
the participants in the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of
1972 stipulate in overwhelming percentages that their primary needs are: being
successful in their line of work, being able to find steady work, having strong
friendships, finding the right person to marry, and having a happy family life?
On the other hand, less than 15 percent of the young people felt that the
following were important having lots of money, being a leader in their com-
munity, getting away from their area of the country, and living close to parents
and relatives. A variety of changes are taking place but the cnanges are often for
the wrong reasons. They are simply efforts to maintain the status quo by doing
more of what we are already doing leaving inviolate the assumptions behind
what we are doing.

Some years ago, in a book entitled Teaching as a Subversive Activity,
Postman and Weingartner described the educational system by saying, "It is as if
we are driving a multimillion dollar sports car screaming 'faster! faster!' white
peering fixedly into the rearview mirror. It is an awkward way to try to tell
where we are, much less where we are going; and it has been sheer dumb luck
that we have not smashed ourselves to bits so far."

Alvin Toffler states it differently when he says, "It would be a m. ake to
assume that the present-day educational system is unchanging. On the contrary,
It is undergoing rapid change. But much of this change is no more than an
attempt to refine the existent machinery, making it even more efficient in
pursuit of obsolete goals. The rest is a kind of Brownian motion, self-canceling,
incoherent, directionlessness. What has been lacking is a consistent direction and
a logical starting point."

Toffler goes on to suggest that change must pursue three objectives: 1) to
transform the organizational structure of our educational system, 2) to revolu-
tionize its curriculum, and 3) to encourage a more future-focused orientation.

In order to be future oriented, we need an educational system that accom-
modates itself to a rapidly changing social structure. As a society, we are not
adaptable enough. A high tolerance for change, as well as a high level of
adaptability, will become increasingly necessary.

The changing scene in education can be characterized as constant, frantic,
frenzied, pervasive, and generally lacking a lugical starting point or central focus.
But there is one change, now beginning to mak. self felt in educational systems
and as a part of educational planning around this country, which seems to meet
the criteria of being logical and having a central focus. That is the career
education concept.

Up to now, we have focused our educational system on a belief that might
be expressed as follows: "These are certain techniques, certain writings, certain
works of art, certain ciassical theories which in and of themselves are beautiful,
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embody everything that h beautiful and creative and, therefore, which must be
taught in order to perpetuate them for their sake alone as a living, inviolate,
educational diety." Our educational goals from the seven cardinal principles
forward seem to have been created to perpetuate these things for their own sake.
The fact that the goals may or may not be important. useful, or necessary to our
students is generally ignored and when someone is crass enough and unschooled
enough to question them. the questioner is generally dismissed as a poor
unfortunate person who does not and never will understand.

The career education concept is one change which holds promise. It has
been accepted by many educators simply because it makes good educational
sense. Conzurrently. it has been attacked by large numbers of scholars because it
ignores my hypothetical but. if true. unfortunate, overriding educational goal
and simpl} says that anything in education which cannot be shown to contribute
to assisting people to work and to cope in today's society. is not only no longer
inviolate but becomes suspect and in danger of elimination.

Career education is not something a student "takes" like mathematics.
literature, bookkeeping. or shop. It does not sacrifice thorough academic prep-
aration for occupational skills. Nor does it train students solely in marketable
skills at the expense of the intellectual and problem-solving abilities that come
with an enlightened study of psychology, philosophy, literature. and the other
humanities. It does. however, focus all of these very necessary activities on a
common purpose that of preparing people to live in, work in, and cope with
our rapidly changing society.

Career education simply provides a common focus for those educational
changes which are going on all around us at all levels. Career education can be
the vehicle for Ilitroducitr, some of the reforms we have been seeking but which,
so far. have been confined chiefly to rhetork. What. therefore, might we expect
its effects to be on education in general?

By its very nature, career education makes schooling and the curriculum
more malleable and more responsive to the needs of young people. Conse-
quently, it humanizes education by providing for individual differences. For the
first time, genuine options are offered. At the very core of the career education
concept is the notion that all options have dignity and represent preparation for
accept able goals.

Career education cannot help but bring schools out of their traditional
isolation. From the awareness stage in the lower grades to final preparation for
career proficiency. career education requires closer ties with the community, its
business and industry. its services. its cultural activities.

Properly administered, career education can bring an end to sex, class. and
race stereotyping in preparation for careers and in the selection of lifestyles.
Although education has always been a vehicle for upward mobility. career
education enhances that role for the poor and for the minority groups. It is likely to
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direct more young people from these groups into our colleges. Conversely, it can
unsell the mystique of a college education as the sole path to success. It will
encourage a more realistic appraisal of individual goals.

On the professional front, we can expect changes very much in line with the
kinds of reforms we have been struggling to bring about. Teacher training
institutions will have to revamp their curriculums to accommodate the career
education focus. Do not expect this to happen immediately; it may come about
slowly in some places, although all over the country institutions of higher
education are actively seeking ways to appropriately change their programs.
More training will take place in school systems with the cooperation of colleges
and universities, perhaps patterned after the teacher corps model.

Selection patterns for educational personnel will change. too. New types of
people, those with expertise in various types of work, will be encouraged to
enter the field with a variety of entry-exit patterns. Similarly, experts in a
variety of fields will be used as consultants in teacher training and in the training
of teacher trainers. Training of counselors will take on a new look; new
approaches will be necessary in the training of decision-makers principals,
superintendents. and other administrative personnel.

Career education will also affect vocational education. Some effects may be
the following:

I. A new status for vocational educators because everyone involved in
career education must build on the experience of vocational educators.

, A greater understanding of vocational education and its place in the
total educational scheme. This understanding will be brought about, in
part. by the continuing controversy surrounding the goals of career
education.

3. Increased responsibility for vocational educators who will be called
upon to give fundamental training to new teachers and trainers of
teachers.

4. A careful examination of the vocational education discipline by those
practicing it. There will be a continuous rethinking of what vocational
education is and how it relates to the liberal art:,. Fxplorations into
theoretical questions having to do with the world of work and changing
attitudes will be needed.

Prediction is a dangerous business at best. Whether these things will happen
depends on numerous other "giv^ns." If all the things suggested were to come
about smoothly. career education would be the panacea some people credit it
with being. But there are no panaceas: there are no magic formuta.sr.

There is great promise for career education. but there are .166 sonic dangers.
The "we-they" syndrome is not likely to disappear overnight. There will con-
tinue to be academicians who view career education as anti-intellectua! While
the concept of career education will continue to develop, settling on a definition
will not be painless.
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The relationship between education and work will continue to be debated.
Some groups, especially minorities, will still view the movement with suspicion;
vocational educators will be accused of trying to run things; and money will be
tight. There will be many areas on which we fail to reach consensus,

A recent Oregon governor's advisory council evaluation report contained the
following prediction: "From the shadows of misplaced emphasis and lost Oppor-
tunity too often characteristic of schools in the paste we stand now at the edge
of a new age in education."

Using career education as our uniform focal point, we can all respond
positively to the challenge of change. Even if we do not respond to change with
gleeful anticipation, we will change, even if it is only a result of the motives
discribed by Lewis Carroll in his Hunting of the Snark when he said: "The valley
grew narrow and narrower still and the evening grew darker and colder til
(merely from ner iousness not from good will) they marched along shoulder to
shoulder."

Those, then, represent some of the assumptions undergirding career educa-
tion. Now, where has career education been and where is it going in the U.S.
Office of Education?

With the departure of Sidney Marland from the Division of Education, we
are asked repeatedly. "What happens to career education now? Will the Office of
Education keep the momentum going"? People want to know whether we will
continue to provide the kind of leadership and resources committed under
Marland, first as Commissioner and later as Assistant Secretary. The answer is an
unequivocal yes. Career education is a major priority of the Office of Education,
of the National Institute of Education, and of the Administration. There are
some fiscal constraints in career education, as in other program areas. But
working closely with our counterparts at NIE, we are exploring every way to get
maximum impact from available resources, with the hope that these resources
will grow.

In order to better carry out those responsibilities, we have recently made an
administrative change. One of the foremost theorists and proponents of career
education is leading our planning and program activities for the next few years.
Kenneth Hoyt. from the University of Maryland. serving as Associate Com-
missioner and Director of the Office of Career Education, will be responsible for
developing and consolidating all career education conceptualization, policy
formulation, and program activity throughout the Office of Education. tie is a
technical advisor of high order and a man who cares deeply about generating
real reform and revitalization of American education.

So, in terms of where we have been and where we are going, we find career
education now administratively identifiable in the Office of Education and NW,
with both agencies beginning to build staff and additional leadership capabilities
Career education is. In summary, alive, well, and flourishing within government.
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Under the Office of Education's research grants authority (Part C-VEA) for
the past two years the emphasis has been on 12-18 month full-scale career
education demonstration projects with a special emphasis on counseling and
guidance. Many of these projects are now well-established and have provided
much of the implementation and evaluation data required of such projects; and
while O.E. support has been phased out, they continue under state or local
sponsorship.

Presently, O.E. is using Part C funds to support a new thrust in vocational
education research applied studies. These studies seem certain to provide
spinoffs of considerable value to the career education effort. We asked states and
local agencies for proposals in five categories: 1) vocational curriculum studies;
2) improved vocational programs for disadvantaged, handicapped, and minority
students;, 3) alternative work experience programs;, 4) guidance, counseling,
placement, and student follow-up services; and 5) manpower (job market) infor-
mation. By the deadline we had received 313 project applications. With $8
million allocated proportionately to states, we can support some 90 projects
with at least one project in each state or territory.

Under our exemplary projects authority (Part D-VEA), the S8 million
disciettonary portion of the Vocational Education Act currently supports 52
career education projects, all directly involving local schools and students. These
projects, most of which are funded through FY '75, are the second group of
three-year projects supported under this part of the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968. In addition, we estimate that states use $4 to $5 million
of the S8 million total they receive in Part D formula grants on career education
activities, The vocational amendments specifically state that Part D funds are to
he used for occupational orientation tn the elementary years, exploratory
occupational experiences for junior high students, and work experiences and
other forms of job preparation at the high school and community college levels.
Thus, we are committed by law to support career preparation-type activities for
students in grades K -14, We plan to continue that effort.

Career education currculum units, developed and tested under O.E. auspices
and quality-control for use by teachers and students are now available. In 1973
we set up rigid criteria by which an outside contractor could evaluate curriculum
units developed by individual schools or districts for replication and distribution
to other interested schools and districts through state education agencies. The
contractor surveyed 676 units and found 158 to be of high quality. Our
standards were so exacting that only 11 programs have been s.,r:ously considered
for national distribution. Of these 11 programs, 3 have been approved for
distribution by D.E.'s dissemination review panel:

I . K-6 curriculum guide, Lincoln County, West Virginia
2. K-6 curriculum units, Cobb County, Georgia
3. Introduction to allied health careers, University of California at Los

Angeles
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Curriculum development (Part I-VEA) is well along in 10 of the 15 Lareer
clusters, including public service, construction, manufacturing, and "agri-
business." Contracts will be awarded for three additional clusters.

Many units are now being tested in schools and the following public service
materials are available from the government printing office.

1. Computers and career, grades 9-12, developed by Central Texas
College for the business and office cluster.

2. Data processing technology 2-year post high school Curriculum,
also developed by Central Texas College for the business and office
cluster.

3. Career exploration in the fashion industry, grades 7-9, developed
by the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York for the
manufacturing and the marketing and distribution clusters.

Each cluster will have units on many other careers and for other grade levels.
The new The Occupational Outlook Handbook of the Bureau of Labor

Statistics is oriented toward career education. Hundreds of jobs are presented in
13 occupational clusters, based on 0.E .'s cluster concept. In previous editions,
jobs were arranged by educational skill or socioeconomic level. Each job is now
classified by 25 characteristics to help readers match traits and skills with the
nature of the job. The handbook also includes a comparison of earnings among
various careers.

Activities related to education across many agencies are coordinated by the
Federal Interagency Committee on Education. The subcommittee on career
education coordinates efforts among member agencies. In 1973, the sub-
committee performed an exploratory study on curriculum materials developed
within the agencies in two priority areas: allied health occupations and the
marine sciences. In several agencies 90 such curriculum-related projects were
found. While there was less duplication involved than the gross figures might
indicate, for many of the projects were very narrowly targeted, the study
showed the potential benefits of interagency coordination. We are certain this
effort can make use of what we have, avoid unwarranted duplication, and more
clearly focus resources for the future.

We have requested from Congress, $10 million specifically earmarked for
career education for fiscal 1975. In order to most effectively advance the
state-of-the-art with limited resources, we have selected five program objectives.

The first objective is to maintain and further encourage state and local
efforts aimed at implementation of career education programs. In order to carry
out this objective, we propose to allocate $5 million to state education agencies
to accomplish one of the following.

I. Inservice education of educational administrators employed at the
K-1 2 level
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1 Inservice education of instructional and guidance personnel em-
ployed at the K-I 2 level

3. Career education program activities at the K-6, 7-9, and 10-12
levels in local educational agencies

4. Modification of preservice programs for preparation of educational
personnel in ways reflecting a career education emphasis

5. :evolvement of the home and family structure in career education
6. Involvement of the business /labor /industry community in career

education

7. Career education program activities at the post high school level

8. The reduction of race and sex bias in career opportunities and
choices

Our second objective is to strengthen career education leadership potential
present in state educational agencies. We propose to identify exemplary career
education activities for people in the following categories: handicapped, gifted
and talented, minority; female, parent. business /labor /industry, out-of-school,
volunteer armed forces, and teacher (elementary, middle, junior high, senior
high. ..:ominunity college, university). One-half million dollars is proposed to
support site staff and the travel of SEA personnel to visit these sites.

Third, we wish to advance the practice of career education in settings
beyond the elementary school. We want to explore and demonstrate means of
extending the career education concept in settings where implementation efforts
have been lacking. We propose funding a minimum of two and a maximum of
Live demonstration career education programs at each of the following locations:

I. Senior High School ($600.000)
, Community College ($600,000)

3. Four-Year College or University ($1.25 million)

4. Community Resource Centers ($1 million)

Our fourth objective is to conduct a series of conferences and studies which
further clarify the state-of-the-art and provide information for policy develop-
ment in many of the areas listed under objective two. We have budgeted
$200,000 for this purpose.

Finally, we wish to test the adequacy of a design for short term evaluation
of career education's effectiveness and to assemble evaluation data resulting
from such testing. We have set aside 5750,000 to provide contracts or grants of
up to 515,000 each to fund a comprehensive, short-range evaluation of career
education in 50 LEAs nominated by SEAs throughout the nation. Such evalu-
ations will be conducted using the short term evaluation design developed for
O.E. during FY 1974.

We have spent tin: year diagnosing the needs in career education. The
spending plan just summarized represents our assessment of how we can most
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effectiscly spend $10 million in meeting those needs.
Pei haps the greatest potential of the career education concept is that of

motivation. Properly implemented, career education should make children,
young people, and adults really want to learn. As in all areas of learning, reading
is the basic vehicle for career education.
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
CAREER INITIATIVES*
David H. Hampson

Career education represents one attempt to answer the serious questioning of the
purposes and objectives of American education that has marked the past decade.
This questioning has concentrated on two major areas of concern. 1) What are
the goals of education and for what purposes are cognitive and socialization
skills hopefully imparted? and 2) [low are our youths brought into adulthood
and what institutions and social mechanisms are used to accomplish this task?
Career education is one attempt ti, open the door to questions concerning how
our youth are socialited into adulthood and for what purposes. It is also one
attempt to provide some answers.

While many claim (or have been awarded) the mantle of authorship of the
concept; it is the Amerivan taxpayer who has prompted and prodded the
educator toward the consideration and refocusing of the form, nature, and
purposes of education. This refocusing has led to the evolution of the concept
popularly referred to as "career education." It is the American taxpayer who
believes that education and economic opportunity are related and when a large
number of taxpayers support something, it is not long before institutions
operating on the tax dollar begin to listen and to act.

Contrary to the belief of many educators, the public is significantly inter-
ested in "the content of courses and the educational process" (Gallup, 1969). A
1972 Gallup poll, examining public attitudes toward education, asked parents
why they wanted their children to get an education and 44 percent (the highest
percentage) replied, "to get better jobs." A recent NIL sponsored national
survey of public views on the objective of secondary education showed an
overwhelming preference for teaching job-related skills over objectives such as
the learning of academic skills (Hill; 1973).

Concurrent with this national questioning of the purpose and nature of
education, national studies such as Youth. Transition to Adulthood, The Re-
form of Secondary Education A Report to the Public and the Profession,

*Tho paper drays heavily from the knowledge and work of all members of the NIL Career
telawtion Program. Spewl aLknov.ledgement is given to the input of Dr. Corinne Rieder
and Dr. Lois -ellin Datta.
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Report of the White ilouve Conference on Youth. and It'orA in America. have

reached varying LonLlusions Some studies have called foi improvement in the
ability of schools to meet these societal epecutions and the development of
nontraditional alternatives to better relate I:arning and earning. Other studies
have questioned w het her education has any influence on economic ontLomes.

fhe NII 's research and development activities ale designed to meet both of
these challenges. Under the heading of understanding and improving the relation-
ship of education to work and careers. the NII 's programs attempt to achieve a

better understanding of educations's role ii unmoving career entry and progres-
sion and to develop way s in which education can improve an individual's chances
for career success and satisfaction

SETTING A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCEEDING
In order to proceed with a systematic research and development program,

the Nil had to establish a hamework from which it could proceed. 1 his
framework had four major components I ) a definition of career education.
.2) the target groups to be addressed by the program. 3) the research and
development objectives to he pursued by the program. and 4) a developing sense
of the range of obstacles which impede entry and progression in careers and a
realistic perspective of what impact education can have upon those obstacles A
brief eXallilliation of these four components follows

Definition. Contrary to the popularly voiced concern that no one has
defined career education. the NII in its Forward Plan for Career Education
Research and Development (April 1973). defined career education as, "the
development of knowledge and of special and general abilities to help individuals
and groups interact with the economic sector " Many have Lriticued this
definition as too narrow and as reflecting an "economic man" perspective to the
detriment of other necessary perspectives of the role and function of education.
We at the Institute operated on the simple principle that you cannot investigate
a phenomenon in a systematic manner until you have initially defined what you
are looking at. Accordingly, we adopted the definition as quoted in order to get
underway in a reasonably efficient manner. Our efforts to date have justified
that step.

Target groups It was apparent from the work underway in the United
States Office of Education, prior to the formulation of the National Institute of
Education, from the Rand ( orpor.:tion document. career I:ducat:on An R&D
Plan ( Raliell, et di. I" 3). and from thinking ci it lc, across the nation. that while
a major focus for career education was with the country's youth, career educa-
tion also had a most important role to play in fecOLusms the education provided
to adults. Consequently. the National Institute of Education committed itself to
an approach that would focus both on youth in transition to adulthood and
upon the problems of adults and their recurrent educational needs
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Research and development objectives. To meet the overriding NIE tasks of
understanding the role of education in enhancing career entry and progression,
and of developing ways to improve an individual's chances for career success and
satisfaction, it was imperative that the NIE, based upon its career education
definition.. delineate its R&D objectives for the identified problems and target
groups. To accomplish this task, three research and development objectives were
identified: I) to improve our understanding of the relationship between educa-
tion and work; 2) to improve access to careers (specifically, the contribution of
educational programs to career awareness and exploration for children and
career choice, preparation, and entry for youth); and 3) to improve progression
in careers (specifically, career choices among adults starting second careers or
preparing for advanced positions and access to and the responsiveness of educa-
tion for serving the careerrelated educational needs of adults).

Obstacles to be faced. A major dilemma facing educational R&D is that of
coming to grips with those factors in the problem under study which can be
impacted by education. So many times educators have set out to climb a
mountain only to end up stumbling over a molehill because of factors outside
the control of education.

We have identified three subsets of obstacles with which we must come to
grips in understanding and improving the relationship between education and
work.

The first obstacle concerns economic conditions. When economic conditions
are good, unemployment is low, people make good wages and tend to change
jobs if dissatisfied. When economic conditions are poor, people have difficulty
finding jobs and tend to remain in positions they already have. It seems apparent
that many approaches to improving individual satisfaction and economic secu-
rity, as they are affected by economic conditions, he outside the scope of
education's influence. Part of the Institute's task is to increase our understanding
of these limits, so that public and private sector expectations regarding educa-
tion in relation to work can be more realistic.

The second subset concerns labor market policies and practices. Our
economy is built on the need to maintain profits and productivity. It is an
economy with more room at the bottom than at the top and with many jobs
that are neither dignified vor respected, however, one may respect the individual
who does this essential work. The complex interactions, between forces empha-
sizing productivity and profit and forces emphasizing the rights of and benefits
for the worker. may powerfully affect the extent to which education can
improve career entry and progression.

The third set of obstacles includes lack of skills, abilities, and supports
which education has traditionally provided. There are many areas where an
individual's opportunities in the labor market bye been affected by education
and where there is oom for improvement. Among these areas are: I) improved
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identification of what general and specific skills are necessary fur career entry
and progression in different occupations and improved ability to teach these
skills to youth and adults, 2) improved access to education through lifelong
financial enablement and other means of making continuing education possible
for youth and adults, and 3) improved placement and follow-up service for
better matches between people's competencies and job opportunities.

The three types of obstacles are not exhaustive. They are, however, illustra-
tive of the concerns to which the Institute should be sensitive in seeking to
mount an R&D program in career education.

WHERE WE HAVE BEEN AND WHERE WE ARE GOING
The three research and development objectives previously identified will

each be discussed in greater detail.

Increasing our understanding of the relationships between education and
work. One of the most controversial issues in education is whether the kind of
sehool children attend and the amount of schooling they complete is of marginal
or of great significance to their future occupational success. The Institute has
decided to fund both research and policy studies to e.:amine this issue. In order
to undertake such studies, a major initial thrust is the improvement of the
definition and measurement of the central constructs which make up the issue
under study. A primary zriterson to be observed by the Institute in the choosing
and funding of activities will be that of focusing resources upon those studies
and questions whose answers are judged to be most important for later program
development.

No research programs in this area were inherited from the Office of
Education at the inception of the National Institute of Education in August
1972. However, in FY 1973 the Institute's research grants program awarded
$1.2 million for studies aimed at such research questions as:

If people interrupt their schooling to go to work, will they fall behind in
experience and other factors associated with career progression? Will the benefits
from their education leave them ahead, on a par with, or behind their coworkers
with continuous schooling and work histories?

if workers plan to continue their education in a vocational ot technical field,
would they be better off going to a proprietary school (as some people believe)
or to a public vocational school"' Which graduates do better, and what seems to
be the better return for the educational costs?

In one study of persons between eighteen and twenty years of age, completing or
not completing high school did not seem to make as much difference in
employment status as did verbal achievement and family background. But what
about later? Will the follow up eight years after high school find that educational
experiences now are playing a greater role in occupational success') If not , what is'
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In attempting to improve the definition and measurement of constructs the
Nit has selected career decision-making as the focus of a comprehensive survey
of what we do and do not know from the perspectives of psychology, sociology,
and economics. In the area of pivotal policy issues, the Institute has initiated
studies to analyze the career education needs of minority women and to survey
innovative programs in France, Germany, and other European countries.

In i )75 the Institute will continue with its research and policy efforts in the
area of understanding the relationships between education and work. Among
topics to he addressed will he:

Research on the effects of varied environments on the intellectual and psycho-
social development of youth.

Methodological and conceptual issues in longitudinal studies of career develop-
ment.

The ability of educational institutions to adjost to changes in labor market
demand for specialised manpower.

[he proper mis of general and specific skills that will best help students to be
flexible and to adapt to a world of work likely to change within Ili 'sr lifetime.

Insofar as possible. the NII wants broad discussion, research, and lysis of
the pivotal questions. and yet will need to ensure enough concern anon of
resources so that answers pernithing or discouraging program development will
be available ie a few years. It is on the basis of much of this research work that
our future activities will he predicated. It is therefore vital that the work be
continued.

Improving access to careers. Access to jobs that lead to successful and
satisfying adult careers is a major problem facing youth. At appropriate stages in
child and youth development, education and career related services must pro-
vide I) general and specific skills, including life skills or coping skills; 2) infor-
mation about careers and the job market; 3) financial and psychological support
for early and continuing education; 4) credentials needed for job entry; and
5) placement.

In addressing this problem area the Institute has identified two major
objectives relating to career access: I) to improve the contribution of educa-
tional programs to career awareness and exploration for children; and 2) to
improve career choice, preparation, and entry for youth.

In the area of program development three major thrusts have been under-
taken. The fi'st is a modification and continuation of the effort begun by the
Office of Education and popularly referred to as Model I or the School-Based
Model: the second is an NIF generated development effort of a more modest
nature; and the third is a focused local progiam aimed at basic skills deve:-
opment.
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In the first thrust, 134 curriculum units, allied staff development packages,
and community gu.delines have been developed by the ('enter for Vocational
and Technical Education at the Ohio State University in cooperation with six
local education agencies (Los Angeles. California; Pontiac. Michigan; Hacken-
sack, New Jersey; Atlanta Georgia. Mesa. Arizona; and Jefferson County.
Colorado). The units provide for the integration of career education into most
subject matter fields, academic and nonacademic, in grades K-12. They have
been designed to be illustrative of what career education can look like in
classrooms, rather than to comprise a complete, sequential curriculum covering
all of the goals of career education. Forty-five of the units have already been
field-tested and are presently being revised; and these will be available to school
districts in EV 1975.

In the second thrust, the Jefferson County Public Schools in Colorado and
the Center for Vocational and Technical Education are cooperating to improve
student understanding of the world of work and their decision-making abilities
and to increase the accessibility of career information to students through the
development of a career exploration program for grades 8 and 9. Through active
participation in simulation modules. stadents learn about the world of work and
those occupational areas they wish to explore in greater depth.

In the third thrust, realizing the importance of basic skills for development
of career opportunities and choice, the NIE is supporting the Response to
Educational Needs Project (RINP) in the Anacostia area of Washington, D.C.
With the goal of improving cognitive and affective achievement of the 20,000
students in the area, this project will integrate innovative approaches to reading,
mathematics. career guidance. and community organization.

In 1975 it is intended that the Institute will continue with efforts in the
area of program development.

The remaining curriculum products developed by the Model I effort will be
field- tested, revised, and made available to the publisher.

The occupational exploration program will hopefully move out of proto-
type development into a broader based development effort.

The basic skills program will move from start-up to implementation in
1975-1976 and into evaluation in 1976-1977.

In addition, the is funding a study of the influences exerted by peers.
parents, and teachers on the development of career awareness and a child's
beliefs and expectations about the world of work. Early occupational stero-
typing, among girls and boys and among children from different ethnic groups. is
of particular concern in this project.

In the area of improving career choice, preparation, and .ntry for youth. the
NIL (taking note of recent major national reports such as Youth: Transition to
Adulthood) is sensitive to the fact that many youth are not prepared to make a
smooth transition from school to work (youth to adulthood). The NU; program
in this area reflects a judicious mixture of inherited projects and new starts.
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Among projects presently underway are the development of career guidance
modules for grades 9-12 at the educational laboratories and centers in
Appalachia. North Carolina. and Ohio and an examination of the psychometric
and counseling questions of sex discrimination in career interest inventories with
a view to developing guidelines to promote sex fairness in guidance materials.
Following a Spring 1974 workshop. the research analyses of the issues and the
guidelines will be available in early EN 1975.

Other projects are the continuation of the Model II or Experience-Based
Career Education Model in four communities (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Charleston, West Virginia: Tigard, Oregon; and Oakland. California) where stu-
dents are learning about the world awork and gaining skills by participating in the
dad) activities of a variety of businesses and corporations, large and small, public
and private, and the support of the Career Internship Program of theOpportunities
Industrialization Centers of America. This program is testing the adaptability of
successful adult manpower development and training programs to the needs of
dropouts and potential dropouts recruited from the Philadelphia School District.
The program emphasizes the development of basic skills and motivation that will
make access ro continuing education or jobs easier for students.

Also underway is the development of a set of resource guiues for career
education to help teachers. administrators, and other interested persons select
materials, facilities, and activities for their programs.

In 1975 the Institute will continue with development efforts in the pro-
grams illustrated. In addition, they hope to initiate two major new starts. The
first start is a grants program for school districts and cooperating institutions for
program development and evaluation. The grants program will 1) build upon
policy studies currently funded by the NEE. 2) take advantage of ideas underway
at stare and local levels, and 3) encourage local agencies to experiment with
promising innovations.

The second start involves a set of four design studies aimed at I) increasing
the learning gained from work experiences which are presently available to
youth. 2) increasing available opportunities for youth to gain access to work
experiences, and 3) providing more realistic, educationally meaningful work
roles so that youth can gain skill training or be placed in job/career situations.
The design studies will address the issues of educational entitlements for post-
secondary specific skill training, the formulation of councils within communities
to serve as youth advocates between school and work, increasing the provision of
work experience opportunities for youth and restructuring the high school as a
workplace both to self-sustain businesses and to more adequ. tely reflect a
transition mechanism between adolescence and adulthood.

In focusing a major part of its financial resources upon the problem of
access to careers,. the Institute has taken a stand. It is expected that this focus
will lead to an improvment in the quality of career choices for youth.
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Imposing progression in careers. The educational community is giving
increased attention to adult education as demands for such programs mount, as
European experiences are observed (Shiner. 1971), and as educators rethink
education to include lifelong experiences (Hoyt. 1974). Analysis of recent
reports, data from current programs. and recommendations of those in the field
suggest that the Institute should pursue three primary strategies to strengthen
education to meet the career related needs of adults. These straregies are
I) financial support for the heavier living expenses of adults as well as for the
education related costs: 2) improving information available to adults about
career opportunities. educational requirements. and educational resources, and

providing guidance so that adults can make more informed decisions: and
3) improving the responsiveness of education to adult needs. The responsibilities
and schedules of adults are fairly fixed, and the educational system must be
flexible in providing the courses that adults want and need at satisfactory times
and places: adapting entry , continuing education, and certification requirements
to adult needs; and expanding individualization of instruction.

To date the NIF has supported two major development efforts for adults.
The first effort has been the Educational Development Center's Career Coun-
seling Service in Providence. Rhode Island. This service meets the needs of
homebased adults, primarily women, by providing information about local
career and educational opportunities and requirements. In FY 1974. EDC
concentrated on program design. tryout. ev:luation and revision, and on estab-
lishing its capacity to serve home-based adults. In FY 1975, the program will
I) conduct follow-up studies, reporting the costs and effectiveness of the tele-
phone counseling approach; 2) market a variety of products such as the training
materials for paraprofessional telephone counselors-. and 3) test the expansion of
its outreach techniques and services to other career-concerned adults in addition

to those who are home based.

The second program supported is Career Preparation, the Mountain Plains
(Glasgow. Mt.). a rural residential program for multiproblem families. This
program has served over 380 families, about 1,440 individuals, since it began

operations in Spring 1972. Heads cf households learn new general and specific

skills which are needed in the region. such as ski-lift repair and food handling.
Spouses improve their basic skills and household management or are trained in
occupations for which jobs are available. Children failing in school receive

tutoring and guidance.

Apart from continuing these programs in 1975, the Institute hopes to
mount three new thrusts aimed at testing the feasibility and effectiveness of

alternate ways to finance adult education. developing programs to provide
guidance for lifelong learning, and improving the responsiveness of educational
institutions to adult career education needs.

In the first thrust the problem to he addressed is the cost of adult
education, a major barrier for most people. The Commission on Nontraditional
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Study found that 53 percent of adults questioned felt that the Lost of education,
including tuition and all incidentals, was a primary deterrent. In EN 1975, the
NW will fund two or more independent groups to design an experimental test of
alternate ways to finance recurrent education for adults. Assuming that these
projects result in the design of feasible studies, the experiment, which probably
would require five years to complete, could begin in FY 1976.

In the area of guidance for lifelong learning, the study problem concerns
those specifiable groups of Americans who are changing, or trying to change,
their occupational status (e.g., woman, minorities, mid-career professionals,
retirees). Uncertain about their interests, strengths, and weaknesses, many need
guidance. In FY 1975 the NW will initiate a survey to answer such questions as
Who wants guidance" Which groups are presently excluded" What types of
services are needed by the specific subgroups') What effects do different types of
guidance have for whom" Based on the survey, developmental program decisions
will be made in 1976.

In the third thrust the NW will try to improve the responsiveness of
educational institutions to adult needs. Major problems in institutional offerings
in content, support services, location, and individualization pose dilemmas for
the adult considering further education. The NW will encourage educational
institutions to he more flexible through support of the best ongoing efforts
and the development of new efforts by providing seed money for the formation
of consortia representing the business, union; educational, and other organiza-
tional interests of a community. These consortia will be responsible for obtain-
ing an assessment of the educational needs of the adults in their community and
planning innovative programs to meet those needs.

In mounting its adult career education initiatives the NIE is attempting to
address issues regarding the waste of human resources needed for our nation's
economic and social well being. The ultimate goal of the NIE is to provide adult
career education R&D that respects the diversity of adults and seeks to correct
inequities, provide alternatives, and meet the demands of both individuals and
society for more satisfactory and closely integrated educational and occupa-
tional experiences.

WHERE DOES ALL THIS LEAD?
To reiterate, there are two long term program objectives for the Institute.

The first is a better indentification of how education can and cannot reasonably
improve careei entry and progression; thus increasing the economic and psycho-
logical rewards of employment. The second objective is an improvement, where
possible, in the relations between education and work.

About five years from now, as a result of NW's investment in coordination
with other agencies, the American people should:

1. Be able to make decisions regarding educational policies with much
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better intoimation on whether the changes will affect their child's
chances for a better job or tlrir own opportunities for improved
employment.

2. Be better able to allocate resources through improved linkages among
labor. industry, and education, where the educational objective is

improved career choice, access, or progression.

3. Find that a wide variety of alternatives for youth are available. In
addition, in regular schools academic and vocational preparation will be
more closely related, and programs to improve career development will
begin at an early age.

4. Find career choices less stereotyped by artificial barriers or the burden
of tradition by gender, social class, or ethnicity.

5. Be able to consider education a form of lifelong enablement, with the
necessary supports available for heads of households and others who
cannot presently continue their education.

In terms of what the investment in the education and work priority will
mean for students and teachers, the results of the taxpayer's investment should
include improved Lurriculum and training materials for teaLhers and school
systems eager to implement career education; a more interesting educational
experience from kingergarten through adulthood, and one that should have as
direct a relationship with the world of work as the individual wants, and better
use of the educational dollar in purchasing diverse opportunities for learning
which youth and adults choose for themselves and which they see as ways to
reach their own goals.

The road behind us has not been easy. Many people invited to comment and
criticize have taken the opportunity to do so. They have stressed the need to
build on what is already happening, to provide materials of use to practitioners,
to be sensitive to implied values regarding the labor market and the role of labor
and industry vis-a-vis education, to hasten the merger of academic and vocational
tracks, to avoid drowning all other educational values or transforming education
into job training, and many others. Some advice has been conflicting, some,
given the slow nature and high risk of educational R&D, is also impossible to
follow.

It is fair to say, however, that the present plans have evolved from extensive
interaction among CAT staff, researchers, practitioners, and other agencies, and
are responsive to their needs and recommendations.

The road ahead will be no easier than the road already covered. We have
reexamined our investment of personnel time as well as dollars so that we can
make good on the projects we have proposed to continue and on those we
recommend initiating. We are strengthening our relationships with the research
and practitioner communities and with other federal agencies.
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Perhaps most of all, the research community advisors, consultants, devel-
opers, and researchers has responded to the oppoi tunny offered by NIE to do
high quality, innovative work. And when we visit the sites we can see the
benefits that those we serve are receiving.
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AN EXPLORATION OF SURVIVAL LEVELS
OF ACHIEVEMENT BY MEANS OF
ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

J Stanley illtrnann

What are the levels and kinds of achievement needed to survive in our society
today.' Some prefer to ask this question differently. They will say, "What
percentage of our population, at various age levels, is functionally literate?"

('hanging the question in no way lessens its importance. With continued
concern about the school's ability to provide graduates with a command of the
basic skills and with legal challenges in this arena, solid efforts need to be
mounted to answer the question raised.

MEASURING FUNCTIONAL LITERACY

('an the levels of functional literacy now existing be measured by survey
techniques.' Certainly this is a fruitful method to explore. Already we have .een
the results yielded by national opinion polls as well as the results of special
multiyear testing programs. The data yielded by these methods are difficult to
evaluate and it is possible that some of them resemble "gee whiz" statistics. Even
if this is not true, what does one truly learn prom a statement such as that
carried in the national press recently. namely. that one million children in this
country between the ages of twelve and seventeen cannot read at even the fourth
grade level' Assuming that this statement is (actual, we cannot easily use it as a
basis for an action program until we understand the differential levels of reading
within the age groups concerned and the nature of the reading material itself.

The Right to Read program has made several efforts to discover the levels of
functional literacy which currently exist. One of its most recent attempts has
taken the form of a contract with the National Assessment of Educational
Progress which calls for measurement of the functional literacy level of
seventeen-year-old students. Specialists from the Right to Read program
screened the reading exercises used by National Assessment in 1970.1971. This
screening yielded a small subset of exercises which was thought to measure
functional levels of reading for seventeen-year-olds. The level of difficulty for
these exercises is quite low so it is anticipated that a person who is functionally
literate would answer virtually all questions correctly.
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1 he evrcises were administered to a national sample of seventeen-year-old
students in 1473- I74 and will be repeated in the future in order to determine
all} Lhanges which might be taking place. The analysis of the data will be based,
in pal t on the responses to each individual exercise,

DEFINITIONS OF FUNCTIONAL LITERACY
ail et torts to measure functional Mcrae), [minding those sponsored by the

Right to Read program, have been hampered by the lack of a well-accepted
definition of this concept. One definition deseloped by the Right to Read
Advisory Council in 1(173 is the following:

N. literate person is one who has acquired the essential knowledge and
skills in reading, vt riling, and computation required for effective func-
tioning in soLiety, and whose attainment in such skills makes it possible
for him to develop new aptitudes and to participate actively in the life
of his times

Still another definition of functional literacy' has been offered by Unesco:
A person t, literate when he has acquired the essential knowledge and

which enable him to engage in all those activities in which literacy
is required for effective functioning in his group and community, and
%k hose attainments in reading, writing, and arithmetic make it possible
for him to contain; to use these skills towards his own and the
community's development and for participation in the life of his
country
A third and somewhat different way of identifying the nature of functional

literacy can he obtained front the statement of objectives for the learning area
knov, n as career and occupational development which is part of the assessment
program of the National Assessment of Educational Progress. Following is an
outline of the third major objective and its six subobjectives for this learning
area

Possess skills that are generally useful in the world of work.

!lave generally useful

I. Numerical skills

2. Communication skills

3 Manual-percept ual Skills

4. Information-processing and decision-making skills
5. Interpersonal skills
o Employment-seeking skills

Note that the third approach to defining functional literacy includes more
than the bash. skills. Mention is also made of manual-perceptual skills, decision-
making skills, interpersonal skills, and employment-seeking skills, Conceivably
these are minimum levels of achievement with regard to these skills which are
indeed needed for survival in today's society in this country.
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EXPLORATORY EFFORTS TO MEASURE
"SURVIVAL" LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT

With the enouragement of its Analysis Advisory Committee and its Policy
Committee, the National Assessment of Educational Progress is beginning a
feasibility study with respect to the measurer it of levels or survival skills. The
following desorption of these earl) efforts should tn. %iewed as the most
accurate statement which can now he made with respect to this imoortant task.
No doubt major changes will take place as experience is gained in the develop-
ment of this measurement technique which conceivably could also yield an

As a part of its early efforts, the National Assessment staff is screening its
exercise pools in all ten learning areas (reading, writing, mathematics, science,
Atiienslup, social studies, musiL, literature: art; and career and occupational
deselopment) for the purpose of tentatively selecting exercises which would
represent a kind of bashl behavior which seventeen-year-olds should demon-
strate While it is understood that the majority of these exercises were not
developed for the purposes stated, it is felt that this screening eff6rt would be a
profitable beginning point.

How should one screen exercises for this purpose') A seemingly straight-
forward answer to this question would he the examination of each exercise with
the following question in mind Is this the kind of information or problem that
all seventeen- year -olds should possess or be able to solve in order to be a
funt.tioning member of our society'' The foregoing can be sharpened by con-
sidering a matrix LlassifiLat ion scheme (hosteller, 1974). One of the dimensions
of the matrix is a practical; theoretical dimension. The other is a necessary/not
necessary classification of exercises in terms of need in everyday life. Following
is the matrix which results

Practical

Theoretical

NEED IN EVERYDAY LIFE

Necessary N
Necessotary
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It is obvious that those xeruses that are Judged to be practical rather than
theoretical; and at the same time necessary rather than not necessary, are the
ones which should be given careful consideration for the measurement of
functional literary It is interesting to note that after a preliminary screening of
all of the National Assessment exeroses, thirty-two were consistently classified
in the upper left hand cell by independent judges

Perhaps it is not surprising that no exercises in areas such as art, music, and
literature appeared in the upper left hand cell of the matrix Furthermore, most
of the exercises were in reading, mathematics, and writing. Citizenship, social
studies, and career and occupational development were also represented. Read-
ing exeroses dealt with such tasks as reading a telephone bill and a help wanted
ad One mathematics exercise dealt with the computation of earnings. Two of
the writing exerLises concerned writing a letter to apply for a Job and writing a
brief speech in support of one side of an issue. In the case of citizenship. one of
the exeruses concerned laws and legal requirements of citizens, while another
dealt with actions to he taken it one felt a new law was unfair.

One can see from the foregoing examples that there was a wide variety of
activities represented by the exercises and at the same time a practical flavor
frequently' appeared The level of difficulty for the exercises also varied for
eenteen-y ear-olds Nevertheless, mastery was the dominant issue in this kind of

exercise construction and selection.

IS AN INDEX OF FUNCTIONAL LITERACY POSSIBLE?

Our present society has learned to read and interpret indices in many social,.
economic, and commercial areas. In spite of the fact that many of these indices
have serious methodological and conceptual flaws, (e.g., the Dow-Jones Indus-
trial Index) they still are succinct representations on the bavis of which a number
of people make decisions

Should functional literacy he represented by an index.' An affirmative
answer to this question is offered by Mushkin (1973) She believes that the
proper prototype would be the Consumer Price Index and not the Gross
National ProduLt or the Dow-Jones Industrial Index. One could conceptualize a
market basket of questions which would be answered regularly by a representa-
tive sample of young Americans. Conceivably, this market basket of questions
would yield an index like the (TI and it then could be monitored by policy
makers at federal, state: and local levels A possible designation of such an index
is the Educational Products Index (1.PI ),

Many serious questions need to be discussed before such an index could be
established. For instance, what should the content of the market basket be''
SeLond, how should the various subparts be weighted.' Third, even with the use
of techniques such as matrix sampling, is it possible that the security of the
instrument would he seriously violated and the results would be less than fully
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useful'' Finally. is it possible that such a conglomerate of the subparts actually
confuses more than it clarifies the issue of measuring achievement of young
Americans?

Numerous social indicators are now being compiled and reported (U.S.
Office of Management and Budget,. 1973). Whatever the problems associated
with them, indices of functional literacy (or basic behavior or minimal levels of
achievement in fundamental learnings) would probably be helpful additions.

SUMMARY

Widespread concern is being expressed with regard to the meaning of the
concept of functional literacy and methods by which it can be measured on a
national scale. The experience in national achievement surveys, such as that
gained by the National Assessment of Educational Progress. is invaluable in
examining the feasibility of measuring levels of functional literacy throughout
the nation on a regular basis. The National Assessment is now beginning a
feasibility study of this very nature.

The lack of a well-accepted definition of functional literacy is a serious
limitation to any feasibility study. In effect, in the feasibility study operational
definitions are being used with tb._ anticipatior that exercise pools developed by
National Assessment will he the source of the testing materials. Certainly,
broader efforts than these are needed if a tuil-blown program is to be mounted.

One can examine the data yielded by efforts to measure functional literacy
either in terms of res2onses to individual exercises or in terms of some type of
index which would be produced by weighting the various parts of the testing
effort. No doubt there are very serious difficulties associated with the second
option if one is to avoid the problems associated with other commonly reported
indices in economics and commerce.

Above all: the data concerning functional literacy must be useful. Possibly
multiple analysis of the data would be necessary in o,der to answer all the
questions raised. For instance, it is vital that more information be gained about
the levels and kinds of achievement needed to enter, and later succeed, in various
types of jobs. It is eminently clear that the task before us is large and difficult.
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FUNCTIONAL LITERACY FOR ADULTS
Nom!! W. Northcutt

Funded by the Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education of the
Office of Education, the Adult Performance Level (APL) Study has as its
objectives 1) to describe adult functional literacy in pragmatic, behavioral terms
and 2) to develop devices fur the assessment of literacy which will be useful at a

variety of operational levels.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK TOWARD A DEFINITION
OF ADULT LITERACY

Since September 1971, the APL Study has been analyzing the components
of adult literacy as a prerequisite to constructing more useful measures of adult
literacy. Two years of research have led to three crucial conclusions.

I. Literacy is a construct which is meaningful only in a specific cultural
context. A corollary of this conclusion is that, just as literacy is culture-bound, it
is perhaps even more closely bound to the technological state of a particular
culture. The person who is literate in one culture may be illiterate in another,
Furthermore, as technology changes, the requirements for literacy change.

This conclusion has tremendous implications for the assessment of literacy.
It is obvious that any complex society; such as that of the United States, is
composed of many different subcultures. In this country; we give these sub-
cultures ethnic tags, such as Black Chicano, White, Oriental, Indian; demo-
graphic tags '1 as rural, urban; geographic' tags; such as Southern, North-
eastern; relig tags, such as Catholic. Protestant. Jewish; or combination tags,
such as Sou..tern rural Black. White Angle-Saxon Protestant, urban Jew. Appala-
chian poor White.

The question then becomes. Is it necessary to develop a measure of literacy
which is unique to each subculture; or can a single measure be created which
identifies cultural requirements common to the preponderance of the popula-
tion') Evidence gathered by the APL staff indicates that the latter strategy is
most viable Even though ethnic differences do exist on APL measures of
literacy, the important relationship of literacy to different indices of success still
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holds true within ethnic groups. More will be said about this relationship) in
conclusion three.

The second part of the first conclusion, that literacy is technology-bound,
means that any method of assessing adult literacy levels must provide for
subsequent redefinition of both the content and the levels of literacy. Without
this provision, we may very well find ourselves clainung that being able to track
and kill the sabre-toothed tiger is a requirement for Ark literacy when, in 'act,
there are no sabre-toothed tigers left to kill. The implication is, of cours., that
literacy must be redefined as technology changes. The APL Study has developed
a methodology which will allow for this redefinition.

2. Literacy does not consist of just one skill, or even a set of skills.
Literacy is two-dimensional, rather than unidimensional. Literacy is best defined
as the appliLation of a set of skills (dimension one) to a set of general knowledge
areas (dimension two) which result from the cultural requirements that are
imposed on members of a culture. The APL Study uses this two-dimensional
model as the basic framework for generating the essential elements of adult
literacy Mita are coping behaviors called performance requirements or tasks.
This model 13 illustrated in Figure I .

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Listening

Problem
Solving

Computation

Interpersonal
Relations

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE AREAS

Consumer Ovi. upational Government Community
HealthI- vomitus. Knowledge and I an Resources

Figure 1. The APL Literacy Model

APL research indicates that literacy is composed of an application of the
communications (reading, writing, speaking,. listening), computation,. problem
solving, and interpersonal relations skills to the general areas of occupational
knowledge, consumer economics, community resources, government and law,
and health. (For more details concerning these performance requirements, see
Northcutt; et al. The Adult Performance Level Study: First Annual Report,
January 1972.)
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3. Literacy is a construct which is directly related (in a mathematical
sense) to success m adult life. this is technically not a conclusion of APL
research. but is the basic operating assumption underlying all API. research
activity's However we define literacy, we expect more literate adults to he more
successful. After all. if we did not expect this relationship to be true, why
attempt t.,) ine:zase the level of literacy in the first place'

But what is meant by success') to some. being successful means getting a
job. to others. it may mean losing a job. To some. success means getting off a
welfare roll. to others. success may mean arrangtng things so that one receives a
larger welfare payment. To sonic: success means learning to read well enough to
undstand a want ad in a newspaper: to others. success may mean reading well
enough to score high enough on the Law School Examination Test to be
admitted to the country's most prestigious law school. And to some. success I;
equated with becomnt, more "self-actualized". while to others. su..cess may
mean simply being able to stay alive for another week.

fhe litany could continue indefinitely and each example could give a
plausible explanation of sit..cess. The APL Study has drawn from a variety of
educational. sociological, economic. and beha: oral studies to analyze different
criteria of sut.t.ess Based on this experience. the APL Study uses an index which

is a composite of income. level of education. occupational prestige,. and a
measure of expressed personal satisfaction with one's vocation and general status
m life (irreverently referred to by some APL staff as the "happiness index").

The assumption that literacy is directly related to success also has great
implications for developing a measure of literacy. The assumption implies that
not only must the measure be derived from performances which are taken from
the adult milieu (rather than from an elementary or secondary school frame of
reference): but that performance on such a measure must he positively corre-
lated to success. The APL Study has developed a pool of objective-based items,
keyed to the APL skills and general knowledge areas outlined in the second
definition. which have been shown to he positively correlated to different
measures of adult success.

CURRENT RESEARCH
As mentmed earlier. the APL Study has developed a system of adult

literary objectives and accompanying test items which are keyed to the four
APL literacy skills and the five APL general knowledge areas In order to
estimate the population parameters .end to perform a final validation of the
items and objectises, a national survey has been completed on the areas of
4iLupational knowledge and consumer economics. Following is a brief summary

of the survey design.

General methodology The survey was conducted by Opinion Research
Corporation. Princeton. Nev. Jersey. a...Lording to specifications set by the APL
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staff. ORC planned and punted twid materials for administration of the items by
interviewers to nationwide samples of adults ORC prepared instructions for
interviewers; supervised the field work, edited the correctness of a respondent's
performance on a dumber of tasks called for in the test, and reproduced results
on punch cards and magnetic tape Testing started on December 8, 1973 and was
completed on January 29, 1974.

Description of the Master Sample

The OR(' Master Probability Sample is designed to represent the continental
United States, excluding Alaska and Hawaii In its basic design, the sample
consists of 60 counties, arranged in six blocks of 60 counties each Each of the
six blocks is an independent subsample representing the United States. The
counties making up each block were chosen at random -iv ith probability propor-
tional to size of population from the 3,070 counties that made up the nation at
the time the sample was drawn.

Prior to the selection of sample counties, geographical stratification was
introduced. All 3,070 counties were grouped into 171 areas of contiguous
counties, as designated by the Office of Business Economics of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce. The 171 area groupings were then arranged in geographical
order from north and east to south and west, from Maine to California, and
within each area the counties were arranged in descending order of population.

Within the resulting array, the 60 individual sample counties making up each
block were selected by systematic methods with random starting points to insure
representative geographical distribution. The process was carried out six times to
provide the six blocks that make up the entire master sample. The selections
were made and documented on an IBM 300/65 digital computer. It will he noted
that in this process the sampling unit is a county and that a given county may
appear in the sample more than once, either because of its large population or
because it was selected by chaace in more than one of the six blocks. The sample
is updated annually to reflect changes in population. The latest updating reflects
197 3 population estimates.

The sample has a number 9f desirable properties

1. It can be used as a whole, or subsamples can he taken by choosing any
one of or any combination of the six blocks into which the master sample is
divided Each of the six blocks is in itself a national probability sample. Such
subsamples are mutually consistent and can he added or compared This layout
for the master sample provides flexibility in size, so that sample size in each
instance can he varied to suit the need for precision of any particular research
inquiry.

2 The whole sampling method is both statistically and administratively of
maximum efficiency. Its intent is to provide the most reliable data from any
given expenditures
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3. The sample is luny documented and reproducible m a scientific sense.
It Lan he updated m a straightforward way, easily and logically. as the popula-
tion changes with time.

Within each county a minor civil division was selected, with probability
proportionate to sue, and defined to be the primary sampling unit

the procedure Lonsists of selecting a listed household using random tech-
niques, Nonoverlapping telephone dueLtories are used for locating starting
points. No interviews are conduded in these households, for the interviewer
begins sueening at the household immediately to the left of the listed one. Each
starting point effectively determines a neighborhood in which interviewing will
he conducted. Sma there IS local variation in the incidence of listed households.
weighting is introduLed to equalize the probabilities of selecting starting points.
Note that, although telephone directories are used to locate starting points in the
field interviewing, the sample is in no sense a sample of telephone-owning
households. Nontelephone households are included in their correct proportions.
and the sample is properly representan-- of all segments of the United States
population.

Application of the Master Sample to the APL Study
The universe for the two test administrations was defined as the nationwide

population 18 through 65 years of age, living in households, and physically able
to read and write.

Three blocks of the master sample. 60 locations in each, were employed in
the study. In each of these 180 locations, two starting points were selected, one
for the Occupational Knowledge Test and one for the Consumer Economics
Test.

In each location a fixed number of housing units were assigned for contact.
beginning at the housing unit adjacent to the starting point and continuing on a
fixed route. Within households. respondents were selected for testing following
probability sampling procedures Up to two calls were made at each household.
where necessary, to complete the test with the designated respondent. At the
conclusion of each test. respondents were asked the likelihood of their being
away from home at the time of the interviewer's visit. This information provided
input for a weighting procedure that corrects for "at-homeness As an incentive

for cooperation, respondents were given silver dollars in presentation cases.

Weighting
Weighting was introduced to correct for I ) local variation in the incidence

of telephone listed households. 2) do ferent probabilities of selecting respondents
in households with varying numbers of eligible respondents: 3) the probability of
a respondent's being at home at the time of the interviewees visit: and 4) varying
completion rates in certain subgroups of the population region. education,

family income, age. and sex.
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Selected Survey Results. Although the survey data are not completely
analyied, the tollowing is a summary of results for a portion of the items dealing
with the general knowledge areas of occupational knowledge and consumer
economics (precision is 4 percent at a 95 percent confidence Interval)

Given a series of four newspaper help wanted advertisements. 17 percent of
the sample were not ..ble to determine which one was placed by a private person.
rather than a corporation or public institution. This result yields an estimated
20.071.000 adults who were not able to perform this task.

Given a monthly earnings statement containing the gross salary, deductions
by type. and net salary. only 74 percent of the sample were able to determine
the total amount of deductions. Further 33 percent of the sample, or a
projected 38.960.000 persons. were not able to interpret the earnings statement
well enough to locate the deduction for social security.

Given a W-4 form and information concerning the number of dependents,
;6 percent of the sample were unable to read. w rite, or compute well enough to
enter the correct number of exemptions in the appropriate block of the form.

Given a series of newspaper help wanted advertisements. only 56 percent of
the sample were able to match correctly personal qualifications to job require-
ments These results produced an estimated 52 million adults w ho were not able
to perform the task as required by the surrey.

When given an incomplete business letter, only one-fifth of the sample were
able to complete the return address section without making an error in form.
content. spelling. or punctuation.

22 percent of the sample were unable to address an envelope well enough to
insure it would reach the desired destination, and 24 percent were unable to
place a return address on the same envelope which would insure that it would be
returned to the sender if delivery were not possible. These results indicated that
an estimated 20-2S million adults weren't able to address an envelope well
enough to insure the letter wouldn't encounter difficulties m the postal system.

About one-fifth of the sample could not read an equal opportunity notice
well enough to identify a 1,:,bal statement which defined its meaning.

Al,oui one-fourth of the sample. or a projected 26 million adults, could not
distinguish the terms gross and net correctly when given a simple situation
invohing total pay and pay atter deductions.

Almost one-hrth of the sample, or a projected 22 5 million adults, weren't
able to read and interpret a tabular payment schedule well enough to determine
the monthly payment for a given amount of indebtedness

Gwen odometer readings and fuel consumption. a surprising 73 percent. or a
protected xr1 mission adults, weren't able to calculate accurately the gasoline
consumption rate of an automobile
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When given a Latalog advertisement series of "for sale" ads which contained
a notice for the same appliance, fewer than 40 percent of the sample were able
to correctly calculate the difference in price between a new and used appliance.

Given an advertisement with price information and a mail order form, more
than three-fourths of the sample were unable to read, write, and compute well
enough to correctly enter one total cash price for a mail order.

Given a restaurant menu, 29 percent of the sample, or a projected 34.2
million adults, were unable to order a meal for two persons and not exceed a set
amount.

Slightly more than one-fifth of the sample, or a projected 25,9 million
adults, were unable to write a check on an account without making an error so
serious that the check could not be processed by the bank, or would be
processed incorrectly

Given three boxes of cereal displaying the name, net weight, and total price
of the contents, only two-thirds of the sample were able to determine the brand
which had the lowest unit cost.

Given a cash register receipt and the denomination of the bill used to pay
for the purchase, over 40 percent of the sample, or a projected 48.4 million
adults, were unable to determine the correct amount of change on a purchase.

FUTURE RESEARCH
These results, plus the results from dozens of other tasks not reported here,

would suggest that far more adults than one might expect are "illiterate" in the
sense of being able to apply skills to problem areas which are derived from
pragmatic adult requirements As was noted earlier, a second national adult
survey of performance on tasks keyed to the other three APL general knowledge
areas is planned. When this phase is completed, the set of objectives, test items,
and national estimates of adult performance related to these objectives should be
a valuable resource for planning, developing, or evaluating educational programs
on a variety of levels
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ASSESSMENT OF ADULT READING COMPETENCE

Richard T. Murphy

The word competence is derived from the Latin infinitive competere,, meaning
"to be suitable." A person is competent. therefore if he possesses the skills
suitable for performing the tasks required. This'', true in any field. A competent
doctor, teacher, or publiL official can perform adequately the tasks suitable for
his career or profession A competent reader, by analogy, possesses suitable
reading skills, but suitable for what'

Reading skills suitable for a career ni journalism are different from reading
skills suitable for a highly technical career in the sciences. Before we can
determine whether an individual possesses the skills needed for adequate func-
tiorg, it is necessary to delmeate the actual tasks performed in the career or
profession under consideration. In this paper, competency refers to those read-
mg skills suitable for adequate funuioning in normal,. day-to-day life. What are
the reading tasks that an ordinary American adult must perform in ord, to
function adequately in Amerkan society today'' An attempt to answer that
question is made in the section on specification of the domain.

Once the reading tasks related to adequate functioning have been delm
eated, it is possible to develop representative tasks for assessing reading corn -
petenLe. An attempt to construct such tasks is described in the section on
development of representative reading tasks.

The final step is to assess adult reading skills using the reading tasks
constructed and to set sonic standard for competence An attempt to carry out
suLh an assessment is described in the section on the national survey of adult
reading peformance. The problems involved in trying to set a standard for
competence are discussed in the section on setting standards (or functional
reading competence

SPECIFICATION OF THE DOMAIN
In dayto day living. what reading tasks do people actually perform, how

inua time do they spend performing them and how important are the tasks
actually pertormed" Between April and November 1971, a national survey of the
Amerkan people was undertaken in order to answer these questions A total of
5,073 interviews were conducted on a national probability sample of adults aged
sixteen and over.
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In the survey, each person was asked a series of questions about visiting and
entertaining friends, eating meals outside the house, reading newspapers, maga-
zines, and books, watching TV, and working at a job for pay. Each person was
asked to describe from morning to night the day preceding the interview.
Inteiviewers were trained to probe for such activities as traveling and shopping.
[hen, eaLh respondent was asked whether he had performed a long list of
reading tasks grouped under the following areas newspapers, magazines; hooks;
mail. meals, work, working around the house, school, traveling or commuting;
shopping; club or church activities; theater, games, or other public events;
recreation and free time, or any other activities. In addition to specifying what
reading tasks they had performed, respondents also estimated how much time
they spent on various activities, how important they considered them and how
difikult they found them to be. In general, the difficult information was not
useful. Respondents who performed specifiL tasks consistently rated them as not
difficult. There were, however, large variations in the time spent on tasks and the
importance attached to them. The average time spent in reading was approxi-
mately 100 minutes. Because of the large variation in reading time, however, this
average time was not very informative. A good picture of the overall results can
be seen in Figure I which shows the percentage of adults who read for various
amounts of time. About b percent of those who reported reading at all did so for
less than 5 minutes. On the other hand; small percentages of those interviewed
read for as long as 7 and 8 hours per day.

Respondents were asked to rate reading activities as high, moderate, and low
in importance. A measure of importance was calculated based on the number of
persons who read within the general activity; the number who read within the
specific activity, ind the number who rated the activity as highly important. A
measure of socioeconomic status was also derived for each respondent.

6%

1FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION PLOT OF READING TIME
A FOR TOTAL POPULATION OF READERS

5% -

4% -

3% -

2% -

1% -

I
I 2 3 4 5 6 4

Figure 1. Hours of Reading Time
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Based on the importance measures, the most important reading tasks (in
order of importance) performed by adults are the following

I. price,. weight, and sue information
2. street and traffic signs
3. main news in the newspapers
4. writing on packages and labels
5. manuals and written instructions
6. forms. invoices, and accounting statements
7 tests, examinations, and written assignments
8 letters, memos, and notes
9 order forms

10, local news in the newspapers
11 school papers and notes
12. bills and statements

Thus, three dimensions are evident and must be taken into consideration in
specifying t: ,main of reading tasks involved in day-to-day functioning. I ) the
percent of people who actually perform the tasks, 2) the time spent in per-
forming the tasks, and 3) the importance of the tasks, Reading street and traffic
signs is the second most important task, but those who travel spend only three
minutes of their time in reading signs. On the other hand, only 33 percent of the
respondents read while at work, but those who do read do so for an average of
sixty-one minutes. There is no simple quantitative rule for making a test with so
many types of items. Nevertheless, a few general conclusions can be drawn.
Reading materials at work is a critical part of the domain. A relatively large
number of people perform such tasks for a relatively long time and consider
them highly important. On the other hand, the ability to read the comics is not
very critical. While a large number of people perform such a reading task, very
few consider the task important. Reading school materials, while considered very
important, is done by only a small percentage of the population. Thus, as in so
many areas of education, the picture is neither totally clear nor completely out
of focus.

DEVELOPMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE READING TASKS

While the national survey of adult reading activities was being conducted,
approximately fifteen members of the Test Development Division of Educa-
tional Testing Service began developing reading tasks intended to be representa-
tive of the types of tasks performed by adults in normal day-to-day life. The
tasks were not subject to the usual time and multiple-choice format constraints.
Effort was focused on developing tasks which would discriminate adults who can
function adequately from those who cannot. To insure variety in the tasks, the
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follow mg categoiles of toi in and benefit were used as general specifications for
the tasks

Getteral Etqm

I Books (tiction, nonfiction, ieleienLe)

2 Periodicals (newspapers. magaimes ec hiding advertising)

3. Legal documents (contracts, leases, g(wernment documents)

4. Listings (telephone or address books, catalogs, schedules)

5 Instructions (manuals. (copes)

6. Advei using (all types)

7 hums (to he filled out or read)

S. Pet sonal communications (letters, notes. memos)

9. Miscellaneous (signs, labels)

Br /refit

1.conornic (personal finances, consumer tasks)

Occupational (job performance)

Education/Culture

4. Recreation (reading for pleasure or to gain information related to
recreation)

5 Health (gaining or preserving health and avoiding injury)

() Maintenance (routines of daily life preparing meals, traveling,

housework )

7. Personal relationships (social contacts, family life, child raising)

8 Cifilenship (laws and government, political information)

panel of representatives from industry, education, journalism. and con-
sumer groups reviewed the preliminary ta,ks developed and the prehmwary
results of the national survey of reading activities. Their primary suggestions
were to make the tasks even more basic and to avoid using multiple-choice
formats as much as possible. In the final survey of reading performance,
multiple-choice formats were eliminated completely. In general, the panel sup-
ported the direction that the project was taking.

In mid 1972, approximately 270 reading tasks were field tested on 2,100
adults in the New York/New Jersey area primarily in Manpower Development
Training Centers. Respondents spent two to three hours working on various
subsets of the tasks and found them to he relevant, interesting, and highly
mot iva ting
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Based n the results of the field test, the reading tasks were revised and a
subset of 170 tasks was chosen for use in a national survey of reading perfor-
mance. While the 170 tasks do not correspond quantitatively to a simple
structure based on the reading activities survey, they are intended to represent
the everyday kinds of tasks in which adults reported reading and which they
considered important Some tasks were included because they are important,
even though they were not identified as everyday reading activities, fur example,
reading an election ballot.

Although the actual tasks developed and used in the national survey are
unavailable for public use, sample descriptions of some of the tasks are given in
Table I. The seventeen items are representative of those appearing in each of ten
test booklets used in the survey.

TABLE 1
Items Appearing in Test Booklet One

LIS I
NUMBER DESCRIPTION BENEFIT FORM

I List of book titles Education/Culture Book
Signs on doors Maintenance Miscellaneous

3 Birth announcement Personal relationships Personal commummtion
4 TV Schedule Recreation Listing
5 Antirabies torus Health Form
6 Cereal coupon Economic Advertising
7 Military enlistment ad Occupational Advertising
8 Legal torm Occupational Legal documents
9 Packet of seeds Recreation Set of instructions

10 Group insurance plan Health Miscellaneous
1 I Table 01 contents Maintenance Listing
12 Airplane Information Health Set of Instructions
13 Frain schedule Maintenance Listing
14 Postal rates Citizenship Set of instructions
15 Vacuum :leaners Economic Periodical
16 Passage on antelope

squirrel
I ducation /Culture Periodical

17 Election ballot Citizenship Set of instructions

NATIONAL SURVEY OF ADULT FUNCTIONAL
READING PERFORMANCE

In the national survey of reading performance. the reading tasks were
administered to approximately 8.000 adults The sample was selected and the
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survey administered by Response Analysts Corporation. Each adult was asked to
respond to 17 of the reading tasks. The response nationwide was 71 percent
Directions for each task were read by the interviewer and were repeated as often
as requested by the respondent. The respondent indicated his answer directly on
the stimulus by checking, underlining, or cirt.ling. The results are reported in the
full project report for the total adult population and tot sonic 49 subgroups of
the population. The results are reported item by item in a fashion similar to that
used by the National Assessment of Educational Progress sponsored by the
Education Comnnssion of the States. Table 2 gives the distribution of the
correct test itcins for the 170 tasks. They are considerably easier than commonly
used test items. Almost half the items (80) were answered correctly by 80
percent of the sample surveyed, 20 percent of the tasks (34) were answered
correctly by 90 percent of the sample surveyed. The five tasks on the following
pages are examples of the tasks used in the survey. Souse of the results for these

five tasks are given in Table 3.
Although it would be a simple mattes to alculate total scores on the ten

subsets of items used in the national survey., we have chosen not to do this. It is
hoped, however, that the tasks may he grouped into a variety of tests that could
be used to assess the reading performance skills of differing groups of adults,
young adults, and perhaps older children.

TABLE 2
Distribution of Correct Test Items by Test Booklets

Percent
Correct

I 2 3 4

Booklet

5 6 7 8 9 10 Total

90.00-100.00 4 8 2 4 2 2 3 2 5 2 34

80.00 89.99 6 3 3 2 6 6 5 5 3 7 46

70.00 79.99 2 1 5 5 4 6 5 6 3 4 41

60.00 69.99 3 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 I 20

50.00 59.99 1 3 2 0 0 0 I 2 1 10

40.00 49.99 I 4 3 0 0 I 0 2 II

30.00 39.99 1 2 I I 5

20.00 29.99 1 1 1 3

10.00 19.99 0

0.00 9.99 0
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SETTING STANDARDS FOR FUNCTIONAL
READING COMPETENCE

Are the results obtained in the national reading performance survey good or
bat' If 80 percent of the American adult population can read a particular item,
is that a good sign in the sense that so many people can succeed on such a task')
Or, is it a had sign in the sense that there are 20 percent of the adults who
cannot read the item'' At the moment, we have no standard for evaluating good
or bad performance in general.

We can, however, evaluate relative performance. Differences among correct
'sponse percentages for regions of the country , rural vs. urban groups, differing

age. see. and racial groups may be tested for significance. Eventually, if broad
agreement Lan be obtained from concerned individuals and groups, sets of tasks
era' he combined into tests and standards for achievement set for various
groups. Hopefully, resources w ill he invested in trying to achieve the goals

It should he possible to administer the reading tasks to young adults in
s(hotl situations gild to eannn,. differences in correct responses between them
and the general adult population. Using this information, it may be possible to
set reasonable functional reading standards for studt.nts who are terminating
their st.hooling Work tn this area is being done in New York State. In a year or
two information should he available on how the functional reading skills of
students compare to those of other student, and to adults in general. Also,
information should be obtained on how performance on tests of functional
reading compares with pertormame on other common tests used to set Mint-
11111111 standards,

SUMMARY

In general, American adult-, spend about an hour and a half a day in reading.
here is a great deal of variability, however, in the time spent in reading: many

peoplo lead for only a few minutes while sonic read for seven and eight hours a
day. Sonic specific reading tasks are performed on a normal day by relatively
large numbers of persons for relatively long periods of time. Sonic reading tasks
are considered very important. others are considered unimportant These three
dimensions the number of persons who perform a task, the length of time
spent in performing the task, and the 1[11pol-tame attached to the task must be
considered when trying to specify the tasks that must be performed for adequate
functioning in American society.

Simple leading tasks based on day-to-day reading auivities can be answered
.orrectly by most Amer an adults. However, there are significant differences
between groups of adults In general, adults in bask education programs find the
reading tasks used in the national survey of adult reading competence to be
relevant, interesting, and motivating.
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Item

1

Nat '1
2

90 9

95 7

02 8

81.4

66.6

Y

99

95

91

81

66

Sea

'

2

5

6

0

II

100

96 0

92 I

81 I

67 2

Race
45

99 1 100

97 0 x2 )

45 1 89 5

84 2 64 6

68 6 41 4

100

95

91

82

66
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ORAL DIRECTIONS

Item I Place a circle around the bottle of liquid that would be safe to drink.
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Item 2 Place a circle around the label that would be the best one to put on a
box used to mail something easily broken.

PERISHABLE KEEP REFRIGERATED

r Ti . END UP
I

CONFIDENTIAL

SPECIAL DELIVERY

1

FRAGILE HANDLE WITH CARE

i

AIR PARCEL POST I

Item 3 Look at the application for employment. Put an X in the space where
you would write the name and address of someone to notify in case of
emergency.

NAPE

LOCAL ADDRESS

PERMANENT AOORESS

PAR., AL STATUS

APPLICATION FOR ENPLOYMENT DATE
..11. avidAe. MI6...

_ -- TELEPHONE NO

ZIP COOS
HEIGHT WEIGHT

s..GLE ___ HNIgo ___:: CHYORCCO C ...W.:0 C2, w .... Te 0 C....."."
NAPE AODAIESS OF NO **CANE/AEA
°EPSON TO NOTIFY iPd EMERGENCY :us ..-----..--.
FIRST NAPE OF SPOUSE PLACE OF EUPLOYMEN

EOLICATiON NAME & LOCATION OF SCHOOL
,

FROM TO COURSE OR
MAJOR

YEAR
GRAD

1DEGREE'
1H.G. SCH0c)L

COLLEGE

INVAIISI OINVIscosepLy
I

{

VIC... Iu0, ., AN
1
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Item 4 Look at the garment tags Circle the two tags that indicate the garments
are made from 104Y, Polyester.

11(1 ARNI1.1111At'l lAll

AR's! I' is i I,sensed iradt stalk
whii h an flr 1.151 h+:dtnClh
elJilst I t t I. Chile 0411

0 tat', tic 01 pros en per tor in e
Wt St. I its,t 31.0, 'es ,Ontin1.1.1114

tatn it tht same sp. It
is in tills g tlt ...44111,1 I igorou,
p, standard. the tat,
ri. .totes tail F.) flit el shin-
J.11 lc it` Z r tai or its (ners .antiof
hit tdontitied as ..%1ZNI I

Man hum wash - gentle s s Ii
mat In water
I.lmble dl1 wain, sett log

Nrearn i1141 it setting
V.,ISh dark in print,

awls,
rs ash oleated g 11111er. liv limit -
drip do - do not wring

I(X)' I I 511 Al 11 f`I,1 SISIFK

Ma, hole A 1.h and ITS ash and wear v. le
10 ill Sot Silt ink or st los h
N inkle Resist Ice Bi
NI IAN NO litoNING
IS 11R1 CI I AN

PSI !NADI KNIT I INc, Sill I N 61 TiI %Ill Pr, N I
_J

ASIllNr. I KU(' I IONs

tk ash he git, nine at low temperature Drs
Ps machine at loss temperature or hang sxt
line If ironing is desired ice it on onIN

ADVANIAGLN
I Sinixsth ounfort ideal (ot outerwear sir

next to Akin
2 E xcellent dimensional stability
I I klightful warmth with light weight
4 Easy-care excellent washability
S Mothproof and inildewprcxd

The trregolardie, and variations in the
weave of this fabric are characterisms

of this fabric and are An no way
to be considered as defects

Dl

--J
E

A

C

602.'
I'S' I All
IS" F.( !RI I

Polstet

MACHINE HAM
PRI NN
V. KONG SIDI
V11'11 C()01 IRON
I, (1 111,411
%API 82111

RN 26554

MADE IN 1' S A

06

I00 POIATS f FR

MACHINEWASHABLE
EASIABI F

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE

513 00
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Item 5 Look at the train schedules. Put a circle around the time the daily
train leaving Trenton at 1:46 p.m. arrives in Washington.

NEW YORK WASHINGTON
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The national and group result, on these basic reading tasks provide infor-
mation that can be used as a beginning in the attempt to better define and
measure adult functional reading skills. The results do not yield a simple answer
to the question of whether we have a reading problem in the country. In the
absence of a standard or goal, it is difficult to talk about a problem. The results
of the national reading performance survey do. however, provide us with
reasonable estimates of how well American adults, and various subgroups of
American adults, can read specific tasks intended to represent the kinds of
reading tasks performed by adults who function dequately in normal day-to-
day life.
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READING REQUIREMENTS FOR CAREER ENTRY
Thomas G. Sticht and ihvard H. Mc Fann

There is considerable concern that many citizens may be so limited in reading
ability that they are excluded from entry into many of our more socially
desirable career fields.

In the Forward Plan for Career Education Research and Development
produced in April 1973 by the National Institute of Education's (NIE) Career
Education and Devt.lopment Task Force (CEDTF). this concern is expressed in
the following quotation-

Many career education programs. including the more successful ones
conducted by private technical schools and training programs, select
youths with sixth or eighth grade reading skills. Many ynuths mar he
ercluded tram career education pr9grarns for deficiencies in haste skills
( p. I 8).

While the italicized portion of the quoted passage is not explicit in defining basic
skills as reading skills, it seems clear from the earlier part of the passage that the
concern is that many youths might be screened out of career education programs,
and hence out of related careers. because they lack basic reading skills.

In its report to the NIF the Study Group on Linguistic Communication
recommended that two types of data be gathered for a random sample of
occupations in the society'

I Data on the level of reading skills required to have access to the
occupations.

, Data on the level of reading skills necessary to gain the knowledge
to he able to perform adequately in the occupation (Miller. 1974).

It was the thought of the Study Group on Linguistic Communication that if
such data resealed ilia relatively low levels (e g.. eighth grade) of comunica-
tion .1.111. sufficed to perform competently in most occupations. teachers,
parents. and workers might be alerted

. to the possibility that occupational opporturities are far more avail-
able than previously imagined Too. it .4 ouid give teachers some absolute
performance criteria to aim .it criteria related to reading skills de-
manded by the society. And if employers and unions realited that only a
hash level of literacy is required to perform adequately in most occupa-
tions, the entrain e requirements to maiy lobs might he red:a ed.
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We see concern I rum MIA Career Education Development Task Force that
reading demands of career education or training programs may exceed the skill
levels of many youths and bar them for entry into rewarding careers. On the other
hand, the Study Group on Linguistic Communication imagines that reading
demands for entry into many occupations may he less than we thought, and hence
inflated entrance requirements, such as the need for a high school diploma, might
be reduced.

From the foregoing it is clear that both NI E groups are concerned with the
problem of ensuring that our nation's reading training and education programs
adequately prepare students with the reading skills needed to satisfy the reading
demands of various career fields, To do this, it is necessary to have information
about the reading requirements of the various jobs comprising a career field, and
to then ensure that schools prepare students to satisfy these requirements.

In the remainder of this paper. several different methods which have been
used to determine reading requirements of Jobs will be reviewed. These methods
will he critiqued fur their adequacy in the task they undertake, and in certain
cases data obtained with the method will be summarized to provide a small data
base regarding reading requirements of various career fields. Our knowledge in
this area is very limited and many conceptual and methodological problems are
encountered in the approaches. Nevertheless, rev,Iwing the procedures that have
been used to determine reading demands of jobs may make it easier to select
appropnate directions for future undertakings.

METHODS FOR ESTABLISHING READING DEMANDS OF JOBS
Generally speaking, reading demands of jobs have been stated in two ways:

either in terms of the ty pes of reading materials and reading tasks the job involves,
or as a single index number purporting to show the reading grade level of general
reading ability needed to perform well on the job. The first approach will be called
the summary task statement method of stating reading demands of jobs, and the
second approach wall he called the summary index number method.

Estimates of job reading demands in summary task statements In this
approach, job analy sts or others will usually Interview management personnel, and
sometimes workers, to determine whether a given job requires the use of reading
materials. It so, then a simple statement to that effect is recorded in the job
requirements

As an example, we can cite the Army Regulation Enlisted Military Occupa-
tional Specialties (AR Reg 611-201, 5 Jan 67). In this regulation, reading re-
quirements for Field Radio Repairman are given as. "Requires verbal ability to
read and understand technical material pertaining to maintenance of field radio
equipment. The mechanic (Ground Vehicle Repairman). "Requires yerbal and
masoning ability to read and understand technical material pertaining to equip-
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meat being maintained I he Iilitary Policeman "Requires verbal ability to
inteRiew witnesses and linen ogate suspects. pi epare written reports of findings,
and read Lommunications2'

('learly. such statements are inadequate for purposes of determining training
objeuRes or curriculum for developing reading skills For the latter purpose, a
more detailed desnption of the various reading tasks performed is desired

In a recent project by the Department of Manpower and immigration of
Saskatchewan, Canada, the summary task statement method has been refined to
obtain a more finely grained view of the reading tasks performed in more than
two dozen career fields (Smith, I2)73). Workers and supervisors were interviewed
and asked about the reading activities listed in Table I Respondents were asked
to distinguish reading tasks they had to he able to do when they entered the job
from those they had to do later on the job. Workers reported what they had to
do. and supervisor; reported what they thought workers had to do

TABLE 1
Example of a Summary Task Statement Approach to the Identification

of Job Reading Requirements (from Smith, 1973)

Questions asked of 341) Workers t331 and their Supervisors (S)
Persentage tabulated on total sit 1.361) possible positne responses

SKILL LSED ,.'
of

1360
On Job On lob Entry

% s 33 s

( MIMI \ It. MONS
4. RE XDIN(t

X. In sour work do you read

'5. me.. letters. Of 111110,' 311 316 302 305 90

I nis sus 6 as work older., lot, order.
sou. her. Want.. put. haw order.' 304 301 224 220 77

Charts lexludine maps. lists. and co 0
,oliiiiin tables) ' 209 220 134 127 50

Poll.% manual.. meditation., and
iflsIflkIlons' 288 289 157 162 65

It In sour reading at work do 4.4,u base to

Os termitic t.615 onls ' 119 119 268 266 86

Determine opinion.. 1/111410se, or
hidden me 'nines' 216 206 144 ; 35 ii
( ompare a enen seletion null a
pie% ions one' 231 216 122 137 51

I . no %.1n1 use intormation from hooks sus!' as

1 elephone dues tones'
I ataloes'
I)istionaries'
I eshnisal reterentes'
( ompans manuals' 103 312 245 253 lti

IN, sou est.; use Mort. 111,111 one hook at .1 tunic
is c use J tinnilyr of sat dogs to land the
slump...1 item losate information in a librar% I'

l), oi oitt9 relcrenses Iron) two II it muff; books
and so I %alue or unleinent on the one 14, use'

171

116

181t

148

80

59

87

59

38

29
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Results of early work in this project are summarized in Table I where data
are summed over the various occupations. Looking at that table we note that an
attempt was made to find out both what kinds of materials are read and what
reading tasks are performed in these jobs (i e.. determination of facts, deternuna-
tion of opinions, comparing selections). Thus, this particular summary task
statement method is more Lomprehensise than the preceding method since it
includes not only what is read but why the reading is done.

Additional ly this Canadian study distinguishes entry level reading require-
ments from advanced level requirements. For instance, Table 1 shows that when
340 workers were asked,"In your work do you read policy manuals, regulations,
and instructions' 157 reported they had to read these materials when they first
entered the job; whereas 288 reported they had to read them later. Thus, some
differences are noticeable between reading for career entry and reading for job
performance

It is clear that the Canadian method provides more useful information than
the typical summary task statement. Knowing the types of reading tasks per-
formed in different occupations, curriculum planners can attempt to ensure that
tasks such as "determination of facts" from factual material are included in the
reading curriculum. Also, the curriculum can be designed to include materials
similar to those used in various career fields.

While the Canadian approach far surpasses the typical summary task state-
ment in specification of reading tasks, a much finer level of detail would be
desirable. For example, there is no specification of the difficulty level of the
manuals used in various jobs, and there is no indication of reading tasks involving
following written procedures or reading troubleshooting tables.

Furthermore, there are no indications of the levels of reading skills needed
to perform the reading tasks. Do fifth grade reading skills suffice for most tasks
or do most tasks require a tenth grade level') What criterion levels of perfor-
mance on the reading tasks relate to successful criterion performance of other
job tasks or to the acquisition of job knowledge')

Despite these limitations, the general approach taken by the Canadian
Manpower and Immigration Station to identify job reading tasks represents a
step in the right direction.

Estimates of job reading demands using a job reading task test. In research

conducted for the United States Army, we have used an approach similar to that
used by the Canadian researchers to identify job reading tasks. In this research
(Sticht et al . 1971) cooks, mechanics, and supply clerks were interviewed at
their job sites. In the interview, each man was asked to identify reading materials
he ' 'd used in ^rforming some job task Copies of these materials were
obtained and analyzed as to the reading tasks involved in using them. Tasks such
as reading the tables of contents, indexes. procedural directions, and tables of
standards and specifications, were identified. Special job reading task tests
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(JRTI') were constructed which tested the ability of men to perform the
different job reading tasks.

The JRTT and a general reading test were administered to several hundred
Army personnel. With these two sets of scores, it was possible to relate vanous
.:rite)ion levels of achievement on the JRTT to the general reading grade level of
ability needed to achieve this criterion.

Table 2 indicates the type of data obtained for the Index subtests of three
job reading task tests. As indicated, for a person to get 50 percent correct on the
Cooks Index subtest, a general reading level of grade 6.5 was needed. For
criterion performance at 90 percent correct, more than twelfth grade general
reading skill was needed. The remaining jobs show comparable changes in
requirements for general reading skills as the criterion of excellence on the Index
test is raised from 50 percent correct to 90 percent correct.

TABLE 2
General Reading Grade Level of Skill Needed

to Achieve Three Criterion Levels of Performance
on Index Tests in Three Army jobs

Criterion
Correct Cooks

Jobs
Mechanics Supply Clerks

50 65 5.8 7 4
70 8.8 9.3 10.0
90 12.3 13.0+ 13.0+

Using this approach, and by averaging over the various reading task sub-
tests, It is possible to indicate general reading levels associated with various
criterion levels of performance on the job leading tasks as a group. Given this
information, and a decision about the criterion level of performance which
management believes job performers or job aspirants should display on the job
reading tasks, a general literacy requirement in terms of grade level can be
estimated for each job.

In the present research, it was found that if a criterion of excellence was
chosen whereby 70 percent of the people would get 70 percent correct on the
job reading tests, the general reading requirements for Cooks was seventh grade
level, for mechanics eighth grade level, and for supply clerks twelfth grade level.

By this approach, different jobs appear to have different reading skill level
requirements which are dependent upon the criterion of performance selected
by management. The problem of specifying a criterion must be dealt with in any
approach to the determination of reading requirements in which performance
measures are obtained, The question is, "How good is good enough?" It is
possible to say that all people shouln be able to perform all reading tasks with
100 percent mastery. But if there are restricted manpower pools and many job
reading tasks are quite complex, 100 percent mastery would seem an unrealistic
goal.
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1 hus. while no Lompletely empirical method (i.e., one which excludes all
human judgment) has been found for determining reading rtquirements of jobs.
approaches similar to the job reading task test do provide information regarding
relationships of general reading level and ability to perform job reading tasks at
all criterion levels. With this information and informed management decisions.
working specifications of reading levels of jobs appear attainable.

The job reading task method represents the most direct approach to deter-
mining job rending requirements because it takes as its criterion measure the

reading score on the JRTI a sample of actual and commonly used job reading
materials. To the extent that the job reading passages constituting the JRTT
comprise or represent all the reading tasks of the job, the ability to read the

JR I F passages is the ability to perform the job reading tasks and thus to meet
the job reading requirements.

A drawback to the JRTT approach is that preparation and administration
costs for the JR FT are substantial. High-usage job reading materials must be

determined by interview and observation and both the resulting JRTT and a
leading measure must he administered to a representative sample of job in-

cumbents.
Furthermore, the definition of reading tasks is not clear. In the Canadian

study. reading tasks were defined in terms of what a person must do with the

leading material determine a fact or an opinion whereas in the approach we

hate used, the tasks were defined in terms of both the nature of the material
(indexes, procedural directions) and what the person must do with the material
(locate information using an index, locate information in procedural directions
content; follow the steps in procedural directions content),

From these differences it is clear that a much better conceptualization of
the general problem of stating reading tasks is needed. The Canadian method
makes reading tasks context-free, as though "reading to determine facts" is a
general skill usable in a large variety of contexts This fact might not be true in
situations where people are asked to read and locate facts in materials with
which they are not terribly familiar, as in many specialized occupational fields.

In our own research, we have found that it is possible that a person's skill in
performing job-related reading tasks may he improved through explicit training
in such tasks, while their general reading level, as measured by a standardized

test, remains unchanged. This is true even though skill in "determining facts" is

invol%ed in both job-related and general reading test performance. There is,
therefore, reason to question the generality of reading skills statements made
without reference to a more or less expliLitly stated domain of reading material.

Readainlay estynates of job reading demands. The development of specially
constructed readability formulas for estimating the reading grade level of diffi-
culty of various reading materials makes possible a relatively low Lost method
for estimating reading demands of jobs. By applying a readability formula to
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samples of job residing materials, an average reading grade level of difficulty for
the materials can he computed and used to represent the reading requirements of
the job or job training program.

In Table 3 we have summated data hearing on the reading demands of
textbooks used in a variety of secondary school and community college voca-
tional education programs (Butz 1972, Van De Warker, 1973). Readability was
determined by a computerized procedure for estimating a modified Dale -Chad
readability index (Joos, 1973) Also presented are readability data for technical
manuals in several career fields within the U.S Army (Caylor et al., 1973). Thus,
Table 3 provides an estimate of the general levels of reading ability needed to
read and comprehend the reading materials in a group of career education
programs and on the job in several U.S. Army career fields.

Table 3 also presents data on the reading levels of the students in the
vocational education programs and of U.S. Army personnel. The average reading
Itnel of textbooks in secondary schools exceeds the average reading ability levels
of the students in these courses from six-tenths or a year in the food services
field, to 4',2 years in the industrial electricity course. Instructors of these courses
reported that about half of their students could not read the course materials
independently and needed help from the instructor in comprehending the texts.

The community college students, on the other hand, appeared to be ade-
quately prepared, for dealing with their texts. Further analyses reported by Van
De Warker indicate, however, that many students had reading abilities more than
one grade level below the averap readability of the texts and would be expected
to experience some difficulty in working with their class reading materials.

Data for military occupational specialties (Caylor et al., 1973) contrasts the
readability of materials with the average reading abilities of two groups of
military personnel those with Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) scores
below the 30th percentile (low mental aptitude), and those with AFQT scores
from the 30th through the 99th percentile (high mental aptitude). These data
are consistent with the data for the secondary school vocational education
groups in showing considerable discrepancies between the readability of mate-
rials and the reading levels of personnel.

The readability formula approach for determining reading requirements for
career education or ,:areer entry is an objective, mechanical procedure which can
he carried out by nvmmally trained clerical personnel. Inherent problems with
this approach are obtaining a representative sample of job materials and deter-
mining the proper domain of materials for sampling. A major difficulty can arise
due to the distinction between the formal job task specifications and the actual
or informal job tasks which are performed on a day-to-day basis. If supervisors,
management. or content experts are consulter to find out what reading materials
a person must use in doing a job, they are likely to base their statements on their
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conception of the formal, or even idealized job, and prepare a list of materials
which no employee could be expected to read.

Interviews with employees, also, may produce a distorted sample of job
reading materials it' employees exaggerate in response to questions regarding how
much and what they read. On the other hand, experienced employees may fail
to report certain reading materials which they used in first entering the job but
no longer use. It is necessary, therefore, to ensure that both new and old
employees are interviewed in identifying job reading matftials.

Another problem with readability measures is that they tend to set reading
requirements somewhat higher than do the other empirical methods to be
discussed below (Caylor et al., 1973). As indicated in Table 2, many vocational
education courses and jobs would require reading skills at the twelfth grade level
or above if re dability factors alone were considered. Since many persons with
reading skills below the twelfth grade level are successfully completing career
education prograr , and performing successfully on the job, the reading require-
ments suggested by using readability formulas must be regarded with caution.

Estimates of reading aemands of 1,:bs derived from correlating reading and
job proficiency measures. A general method for estimating job reading require-
ments is the traditional psychometric procedure used for validating selection and
classification tests. Performance on a reading predictor test is related via correla-
tional techniques to performance (3,1 a job proficiency test. If a sufficiently high
relationship exists, cutofrscores 0:1 the reading predictor variable can be selected
to mcrese the probability of obtaining students or employees who will reach an
acceptable level of achievement on the job proficiency criterion measures.

In additional research for the Army, this psychometric model was applied to
determine reading demands of four jobs. cook, mechanic, supply clerk, and
armor crewman In each job about 400 experienced men were administered
standardized reading tests and two measures of job proficiency. a four to
five-hour individually administered job sample test in which men performed
actual job tasks derived from extensive job and task analyses; and a job
knowledge paper-arid-pencil test of information actually needed to do the job.

Results are given in Figure 1, where the data are displayed as expectancy
tables showing how men reading at different reading grade levels of ability
performed relative to other job incumbents. For instance, all the armor crewmen
who took the job sample and job knowledge tests have been divided into four
groups the top 25 percent, the next-to-top 25 percent, the nextto-bottom 25
percent, and the bottom 25 percent of performers. The percentage of men in
each quartil of job proficiency are presented for each reading ability level.

The pattern at the top of the data display for each job shows the proportion
of men expected in each quarter if reading ability was not related to job
proficiency; 25 percent of all who took the test would be in each quartile. Over-
or underrepresentation in each quartile occurs when there is a correlation
between reading and job proficiency.
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In the data lot the armor crewman's job knowledge, 59 percent of the
readers in the 4-5. gr 1de level were among the bottom 25 percent of job
performers. For the armor crewman's job sample data, 38 percent of the 4-5.9
grade level readers were in the bottom quarter of job performers. Clearly, the
less apt readers in the armor crewman's field are overrepresented in the bottom
quarter of job performers. As indicated in the figure; a similar relationship was
found for the remaining jobs.

To illustrate how we used these data to estimate the general reading grade
level requirement for each of these jobs, consider the data for the cook's job. A
decision rule was made stating that the lowest level of reading to establish goals
for literacy training is the level at which men would not be expected to be
overrepresented in the bottom quartile of performers. For the cook's job
knowledge data, it is at the 7-7.9 reading level that representation in the bottom
quarter of 'ob proficiency falls equal to or below the expected 25 percent,
Similarly, for the job sample data the 7-7.9 level is the level at which cooks are
not overrepresented in the bottom quarter of performers. Thus, for both the job
sample and -)b knowledge data, a seventh grade level of reading proficiency
seems desirable for success as a cook.

Similar analyses applied to the armor crewman and mechanics data suggest
minimal reading levels of 8,0, while the supply clerk's job would be best
provided for by a literacy progra .argeted to ninth grade reading ability,

The method or correlating leading and job sample proficiency measures to
estimate reading demands of jobs is not restricted to the Army setting. Be.ause
the job sample test performance is likely to be indirectly mediated by knowledge
which previously may have been learned by reading, relationships of reading to
lob sample performance are expected to be smaller than relationships among
general reading measures and job reading tasks or other paper-and-pencil mea-
sures of job proficiency. These considerations, plus the fact that the costs of
constructing ,:rid administering an extensive job-sample test to a representative
sample of job nicumbents are prohibitively high, would seem to mitigate against
the use of job sample criterion tests for all but fundamental research purposes.

Correlating reading skill with job knowledge is a standard, straightforward
approach to detern-inng job reading requirements which might readily be used
in various job or training settings with existing personnel job knowledge test
data. However, performance on written job knowledge tests requt-es reading
ability as well as job knowledge. Hence, reading test scores may not correlate
with job knowledge per se but with the reading demands of the job knowledge
test itself. Application of this method on a broad scale would be justified only if'
it could be shown that job knowledge. and not general reading skill per se, was
needed for scoring well on the job knowledge tests.

Furthermore, neither the job sample tests nor the job knowledge tests
provides a direct indication of how well a person must read to perform job
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reading tasks. Most job tasks can he performed without reading and may be
learned by show-and-tell. Nor do job knowledge tests require the performance of
many jcb wading tasks, though such tests do demand reading ability. Thus, the
job reading task test (JRTr) described earlier is the preferred criterion to which
general reading ability should be related. Such tests provide a direct indication of
a person's ability to perform job reading tasks.

Job reading demands derived from job analysts' judgments. The final
method to he considered for deriving a single index number to describe the
reading demands of jobs is that used by the U.S. Department of Labor. In this
approar..r. job analysts estimate the level of General Educational Development
(GED) required for various jobs, based on interviews with job incumbents,
supervisors, and ob.ervation of the job being performed. Jobs are then cate-
gorized as requiring one of six levels of GED. These levels have been developed
to roughly parallel school-based educational development. A GED of level I is

said to approximate the education obtained in grades first to third, level 2
parallels fourth to sixth grade education, etc. (Phillips, 1970). Thus, when a job
is assigned a Gt D level, it has also been assigned a reading grade level. To say a
job has a level 2 GI.D, is to say it required fourth to sixth grade reading ability.

In contrast to the empirical methods discussed earlier, this approach to the
assessment of reading requirements of jobs is a judgmental approach calling for
an estimate by the job analyst. Though relatively low in cost, the lack of
specificity in the rules for arriving at a judgment of the GED level, and hence
reading lever of the job, and the broad range of estimates obtained render this
method insufficient for determining job reading requirements.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A variety of methods has been used to provide estimates of the level of
reading skills required to have access to a small sample of occupations or
vocational education programs. These estimates have been made in terms of
statements of reading tasks to be performed; in terms of the difficulty level of
job reading materials as determined by readability formulas, in terms of the
reading grade level of ability needed to achieve a criterion level of performance
on job reading task tests, job-knowledge tests, and Jul, sample tests; and in terms
of the estimated general educational development ivreded to successfully per
form in a job.

To compare these various methods of estimating the reading requirements
of jobs, Table 4 is presented. This table presents data from the research con-
ducted for the Army, portions of which have been described previously. At
times more than one method of determining reading requirements was applied to
the same career field, or Military Occupational Specialty (MOS).
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Column I i)1 Table 4 shows the career field: column 2 presents reading
requirements given in ,uninury task statements; column 5 shows the reading
grade level estimated in the Department of Labor Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (DOT); column h shows estimates based on readability measures; columns
7 and $ show estimates based on correlations of reading test performance with
job knowledge and job sample test performance using the procedures discussed
earlier; and column 9 shows estimates based upon correlations of general reading
test performance with performance on job reading task tests.

The table shows the range of estimates which may be obtained for a given
job with different methods of analysis. For example, reading requirements for
the ground vehicle repairman (mechanic) vary from seventh grade level using the
JRTT approach to eleventh grade level using the readability approach.

The determination of which method is best depends upon the resources
available to the analyst and the purpose of the anaiyias (es.. to describe general
goals for training-. to identify curriculum elements). The job reading task test
appears to be the best procedure because it provides the only direct measure of
how well persons of various general reading levels can read job materials. It
provides both an indication of the reading task to be Performed and the general
level of reading skill needed to perform the reading task at a specified criterion
level. Also, despite a somewhat high cost, it could be applied to various career
fields using clusters of jobs from a career field.

The purpose of this discussion of methods for determining reading require-
ments of jobs ha not been to advocate a particular procedure, but I) to show
that little attention has been given to the use of empirical methods for establish-
ing levels of general reading ability needed for successful job training or perfor-
mance and that. therefore. credentials requirements may be spurious or even
unnecessary for some programs; 2) to point out that empirical methods, used for
determining reading skill level requirements of a few jobs, may be used for the
same purpose with greater numbers of jobs and with career education programs
to ensure a closer match between credentials requirements and actual program
demands; and 3) to indicate the relative merits of the various methods used to
establish reading demands of jobs so that such factors would be considered if
application of the methods to career education programs is contemplated.
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READING REQUIREMENTS FOR
SATISFACTORY CAREERS
Realru J Lerhz

Career education has been described as a concept whose time has come. How-
ever. many of its components have long been parts of educational programs. The
idea of career education is new only in the way these elements have been
reorgamied. restructured. and applied to permeate the entire educational sys-
tem. Career education is a holistic concept which includes both job satisfaction
and the imaginative use of leisure; it involves all members of the school family
superintendent. principal. teacher, counselor as well as ;he community at
large. It facilitate, education of 411 students so that they may appropriately
choose and prepare for their life's work as well as all aspect, of living. Broader
than the concept of vocational education. it subsumes all career possibilities for
students. from occupational job entry at high school graduation to more techni-
cal or professional Lareers requiring additional schooling. Career education's
underlying appeal hes in its acceptance of all genuinely productive human en-
deavor as worthy and creditable and its realistic development of this attitude
through the educative process. Since it has met with such immediate nationwide
e:ithushism. It appears urgent that %Lime of our educational priorities be reordered
and the curricula dissected to determine career education's relevance to the
needs of today's students. In order to prevent career education from becoming
just another passing educational fad, its philosophy must be thoioughly under-
stood and integrated in the total instructional program so that education will be
revitalised and more responsive to the demands of this rapidly changing world.

It is a dereliction of duty on the part of educators to fad to introduce
students to and prepare them for the wide variety of career options open to
them. Through career education and training. students can achieve economic
independence and personal and social satisfaction.

IMPORTANCE OF READING
Career education subsumes the attainment of personal gratification not only

through a sense of achievement at dignified work. but through development of a
broader humanistic involvement in community affairs and the creative use of
leisure time. Since the development of vocational and intellectual skills pervades
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all subject areas, Cite need for good reading skill, is axiomatic. There are no areas

in eitht .e academic %%odd or the world of work in which reading does not
play a v. J role. Even at the lowest job entry level, a person has to be able to
read and follow directions in order to complete simple tasks correctly, read and
till out applications and other forms intelligently, and read newspapers and
periodicals with adequate understinding so that he can make intelligent, inde-
pendent judgments on political and social issues. Whether he is following the
sequence of steps in a job sheet or studying a text on constitutional law, he must
be able to understand and correctly interpret the printed word at whatever level
of abstraction it is written.

The ultimate aim of education is to produce in the learner independence
with which to I) earn a living according to his interests and abilities, 2) think
and act creatively as a citizen of the world community, 3) pursue avocational
and recreational activities, and 4) continue lifetime learning. Capabilities for
continuous learning are particularly important in a changing woad requiring
adaptation to a variety of altered conditions. Undoubtedly, people now entering
the job market will have to make numerous adaptive occupational changes and
personal adjustments during their lives; this spiral of change in .ocial and
economic structures places an even greater emphasis on the need for effective
reading-thinking skills. Because knowledge and the written records thereof are
increasing at breakneck speed. students cannot learn all there is to know in the
course of their school years in elementary, secondary, college, and graduate
school The process skills of reading knowing how and where to find needed
information; how to read it evaluatively in terms of its pertinence to a particular
need: ho -:. to organize this Information so that it is manageable, logical, and
easily retrievable; and how to retain those elements that are most essential
assume geater importance than the content of any one suhject. Reading edu-
cators must teach students to skim when looking for a particular fact or piece of
information, to read rapidly when only a general idea of the material is needed,
and to lessen the reading pace when the material is loaded with information or
technical language that requires more intensive reading. Mere exposure to
printed facts without teacher direction for relating and organizing contributes
little to the development of tie essential thinking-reason:lig process. To develop
these cognitive processec, teachers must help students I) determine main Ideas in
printed materials and verify that these ideas ate extracted from and supported
by the stated facts, 2) make logical inferences by reading between the lines
where there Is tactual evidence to give it credence, 3) perceive the difference
between fact and opinion, and 4) become familiar with propaganda devices and
discrint: te between connotat,.e and denotative language. All of these skills are

essential in a career-onented society.
Reading skills needed at the lowe: levels of job entry involve the literal

interpretation of texts. In the vocational- iccupational area, for example. essen-

)6 Reading Requirements in Career Education
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teal skills are understanding printed directions, following the steps in a sequence,
learning a basic sight vocabulary of the technical terms in a given vocation,
finding the main Idea, noting specific details, and using the dictionary and other
resource materials. Recently, a group of vocational-occupational teachers in a
%.omprehenswe high school exhibited .m interest in learning how to help their
students read the technical materials in their areas, admitting that most books
and job sheets were overloaded with difficult technical terms. An analysis was
made of some of the materials, listing specific skills needed to read them
comprehensively. Following an examination of the vocabularies, suggestions
were made for reinforcing new and difficult terms via graphic illustrations,
filmstrips. class-made flip cards, labeling, display and bulletin boards, and word
of the day. Most of the required skills revolve around following directions in a
sequence of steps where comprehension is Immediately tested in the product or
outcome. An electronics teacher wanted to teach his students to do critical
reading. make intelligent inferences. and draw reasonable conclusions from facts
stated in electronics materials. Thus, even at the I, .ver job entry levels, good
critical reading-reasoning skills are desirable for bow adequate job performance
and personal development.

Each student must be made aware that reading plays a vital role in en-
hancing or impeding his plans for immediate or ultimate job entry; he must
know that reading is not an abstract intellectual option but is as necessary a tool
for the auto mechanic as for the engineer. historian, or lawyer. In addition,
teachers and administrators have an Important role in preparing students to
function at the highest reading level of which they are capable.

The student needs the whole range of literacy skills in order to make career
and vocational choices freely. Basic reading and stud! :1,.ills which all students
should acquire during their years of schooling are-

I Word-attack skills
Extensive sight vocabulary
Phonic analysis
Using context dues
Syllabication
Knowledge of compolnd words
Recognizing roots. prefixes. suffixes. and inflectional endings

2. Word-waning skills
Understanding technical terms
Using the glossary
Using the dictionary
Using new terms in speaking and writing
Understanding figurative language
Understanding denotations and connotations of words

LEVIN
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3. Comprehension skills

Deternumng main ideas, whether explicit or implicit

Selecting relevant details

Recognizing relationships among main ideas

Organizing ideas in sequence

Understanding time and distance coi.cepts

Following directions

Reading maps, tables, and other graphic material

Distinguishing between facts and opinions

Making judgments

Drawing inferences and giving supporting evidence

4. Study skills

Outlining

Taking notes

Scheduling time efficiently

Preparing for examinations

Prep firing for discussions and reports

Using reference materials

Adjusting rate of reading to suit purpose and content

Staff development in career education must consider the dual purpose of
reading for information and recreation. Students who are having difficulty
with reading tend to he motisated by reading material related to a job-oriented
task. The following steps are advocated for relating reading content of a
particular discipline to career education:

80

I. Determine the general skills needed for students to master the :,ubject
content.

2. List specific reading skills needed to comprehend the subject area
materials.

3. Set up a sequence of educational objectives based on steps 1 and 2.

4. Evaluate students reading levels and needs (via informal inventories,
past records. w )rd attack surveys. vocabulary checks, anecdoted rec-
ords, statid.irdit.cd tests).

5. Match the matcJials I, the instructional levels of the students; group
the class flexibly to piovide for indisidual reading needs and strengths.

b. Plat, instructional strategies to eradicate students deficits and provide
for increased develoonvitt and rermement of skills.

Reading Requirements in Career Education
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7. Include listening. speaking: and writing activities because or their inter-
dependence with reading.

8 Encourage free reading at specified intervals by providing saturation
with other related reading materials (e.g.. a classroom paperback
library)

9. Provide appropriate evaluation as an ongoing, integral part of the
instructional program.

10. Include good questioning techniques which stimulate students to think
creatively and critically. to evaluate what they read, to organize facts
into a meaningful whole. and to make intelligent judgments based on
sound evidence. Undoubtedly. the kinds of questions posed by the
teacher influence the kinds of thinking students do.

1 I. Provide precise and extensive vocabulary development activities.

CONCLUSION

It has been estimated that one-third of our nation's youths leave school
without of .wining sufficient reading skills to meet the demands ofemployment.
These young people emerge into the adult world with little sense of persona:
worth. with social and vocational inadequacies, and with overriding feelings of
hopelessness and futility. Many junior and senior high school students fall into
this cate,ory: their dcticits in reading wad general literacy depress their accom-
plishments in both academic and vocltional-occupational areas. As a student
adtances through the grades. it is progressively more difficult for him to be
tailing in reading and yet succeeding in other educational endeavors. With the
sophisticated demands of a technological society, there is no place for the
inadequate reader the technician who cannot translate technical material into
comprehensible action. the secretary whose language skills are inadequate for
appropriate communication. or the economist who cannot properly interpret
present trends :n the light of the historical past.

To prepare students for a future likely to contain lightning and uncharted
change, survival may depend on such skills as the ability to communicate at all
levels. compet-ncy in solving problems through creative and divergent thinking.
and management of a vast conglomerate of steadily burgeonirg knowledge.
Indispensable to the acquisition of those skills 's the exceedingly complex.
interwoven set of skills and processes known as reading.
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CAREER EDUCATION: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Mari'a Peterson

There are those who would say that the lack of a definition at the early stages of
the ,areei education movement meant there were also no guidelines or strategies
available for initiating programs. However, the absence of dear-cut mandates has
opened the way for a variety of strategies in program development. In years to
Lome the elementar} school career education movement may indeed be charac-
tertied as a curricular change that involved the creative efforts and thoughts of
hundreds of individual,.

[hese hundreds of individuals have brought career education to the Ameri-
Lan eduLanonal system and to the elementary school, where it must begin if
career education is to attain its goals The content of career development and
subject nutter area, can both he made more meaningful to students if they are
brought together and taught together

The early history of the K-6 career education movement saw many different
curricular patterns emerge Programs emerged which involved 1) combining the
,oncepts of one subject matter area (frequently. social studies with career
education). 2) infusing career development concepts with all subject matter areas

in the elementary school curriculum; and 3) treating career education as a
separate subject ratter area on an equal level with mathematics and social
studies. Regardless of which implementation strategy was used. one theme kept
recurring too little time was spent identify mg the career development content
or pro,es,es that should be nkluded in an elenPntary school career education
program. Notable exceptions did ()Lem where the early programs gave evidence
( being built around sound career development concepts.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CAREER EDUCA
CURRICULUM PROJECTS EMERGE

Several major career education curnc
elementary school programs. Five of the
federal offices and are among the better k
career education curriculum projects. Ey
the Curriculum Center for OcLupao
Office of Education.
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I. the School Based Comprehensive Career Education Model (CCEM),
one of four models being supported by the National Institute of
Education, conducted by the Center for Vocational and Technical
Education at Ohio State University.

Career Education Curriculum Development for Awareness (Grades
K-()). conducted by the Center for Educational Studies. School of
Education. Eastern Illinois University.

3. Career Education Curriculum Development for Awareness (Grades
K-6). conducted by American Institutes for Research Center for Re-
search and Evaluation in the Application of Technology in Education at
Palo Alto. California.

4. Curriculum for Career Awareness for Children's Television Program,
conducted by Sutherland Leaning Associates. Los Angeles California.

5. Objectives. Content, and Evaluation of IV Career Awareness Program
for Three to Six Year-Olds, conducted by Division of Vocational
Education. University of California at Los Angeles.

The ('('I M project is the most comprehensive of the five projects in that it
involves the development of a comprehensive education plogram focused on
careers. beginning with the entry of the child into a formal school program and
continuing into the adult years

Sutherland Learning Associates and the Division of Vocational Education,
University of California. both in Los Angeles. are each conducting career
education curriculum projects for three- to six-year-olds. These two projects
complement each other in that the UCLA project is providing the objectives,
content. and evaluation procedures for a multimedia learning system being
devised by Sutherland Learning Associates

Innovative parts of the multimedia system are the distribution and dis-
semination procedures. A series of two-minute films, one product of the multi-
media system. were aired on the ('BS children's program," Captain Kangaroo." in
Spring 1913 and have been rerun several times. Development is envisioned of
study guides. books, and records that correlate with the films. The complete
system is intended for use with preschool. kindergarten, and first grade children.

I he objectives for the multimedia system are I) to develop in the child
(aged three to six) an awareness of occupational opportunities; 2) to enlarge the
vocational self-concept of childr^n, that is to enable the child to see himself in a
variety of occupational roles: and 3) to develop a responsibility ethic within the
child. that is. responsibility to self and others.

As more and more schools became interested in developing K-6 career
education programs, a need developed for transportable systems that would aid
local schools in developing and conducting career education programs. School
personnel were asking, "What should be included in a program') What procedures
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have other people used') flow does the infusion of career development concepts
and subject matter concepts take place''" These kinds of questions imply that
school systems are not always able to and may not want to do all the develop-
mental work assocuted with a curricular effort.

The Curriculum Center for Occupational and Adult Education, United
States Office of Education, funded two curriculum efforts in June 1972, which
are specifically directed toward K-6 career educatic,n curriculum development.
One of the projects is being concluded by the American Institute for Research,
Palo Alto, California, and the other project is located at Eastern Illinois Univer-
sity, Charleston, Illinois Both projects are charged with the responsibility to:

I. Develop, evaluate, and disseminate career education curriculum guides
that are applicable to any school with grade levels functionally equiva-
lent to K-6 and which result in the integration of positive values and
attitudes toward work. selflwareness, development of decision-making
skills, and awareness of occupational opportunities in career lines with-
in major occupational fields,

2. Develop, implement, evailtate and dissent:nate samp'e teaching learning
modules for the K-6 career education curriculum guides achieved by
fusing and/or coordinating academic and occupational concepts and
utilizing multimedia instructional tools; and

1. Develop, evaluate and disseminate a design of a K-6 career education
instructional system which is adaptable to any elementary instructional
program and which may serve as an alternative to present career
education instructional systems.

The remainder of this article will describe some of the curriculum develop-
ment work that is being done by the K-6 career education project known as the
Enrichment of Teacher and Counselor Competencies in Career Education Project
(ITC Project) that is located at Eastern Illinois University.

THE DEFINITION PROBLEM
One of the signs of an educational movement in its formative stages is the

lack of common agreement on the definition of educational terms used. In the
recent literature on elementary school curriculum development the terms career
awareness, career development, and career education are sometimes used inter-.
changeably.

As various public school exemplary projects and career education curricu-
lum projects progress, definitions of career-related terminology will begin to
become more explicit. The staff of the ETC Project has established the following
definitions for the project

Career awareness is the term generally assigned to the preschool
through sixth grade career education prograr- when referring to a
comprehensive preschoDI through adult career education program.
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Career development itiLludes those concepts which are related to Mti-
tudes and AppreLiations. Coping Behaviors. Career Intortnation. Deci-
sion Making. 1 ducational Awareness. I iiestyle. and Selt-develorment

Career etlueatum in the elementary' school is the curriculum which
results when career development and subject matter concepts arc
brought together in an instructional system that has meaning for
children.

Career edwatron ac tivIties emanate troth the concepts that are related
to the seven dimension, of Career development that are cited above. act
as synthesinng agents to bring subject matter concepts and career
development concepts together. revolve around life-based experiences.
and are intended for the by all students throughout their educational
programs

An evinunation of the above definitions reveals that the project staff
possesses certain beliefs about the content of career development. They also
possess a philosophy regarding the placement of career development concepts
within a total elementary school program

IDENTIFICATION OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS
Identiticatton of the concepts to be included in a career education program

is a critical task Many different techniques, method,. and starting points can he
used to teach a concept once the concept has been identified. The 1:4) career
education project staff at Eastern Illinois University helloes that career educa-
tion is the curricular program which results when career development and
subject matter concepts can be brought together in sonic meaningful fashion.
Before good career education programs can he built, the content of career
development has to be analyzed. Once majoi concepts and subconcepts relative
to career development have been identified, then strategies for bringing together
subject matter and career development concepts can be outlined.

The integration of career development and subject matter concqns should
be based on sound child growth and development data, learning theory, career
development theory, and curriculum development theory. Subject matter con-
cepts in areas such as mathematics, science. and language arts are supposedly
already articulated and sequenced according to child growth and development
theory, and curriculum development theory, thus the integration of the concepts
should he smooth.

The question, then, is, "What career development concepts should be
included in a career education program.'" The project staff surveyed the 'Hera
Lure on career education, career guidance,. and career development and inter-
viewed students, parents, teachers, and workers Part of the literature survey
included the examination of career development concepts that had been identi-
fied by other career education projects. These projects included the Anne
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Arundel County Caleei EduLat ion Piojed Anne Arundel County. Maryland. the
Comprehensive Career Edu Lation Model. Ohio State University. the I PDA

Institute. Career Development and the Elementary School Curricullm. Univer-
sity of Minnesota, and the OCCUPAC Project. Eastern Illinois University at
Charieston

From the literature search it was ascertained that career development
concepts would he established around the following dimensions of career educa-

tion Attitudes and Appreciations, Coping Behaviors. Career Information. Deci-
sion ;Making, Educational Awareness. Lifestyle. and Selt.developntent.

Atter extensive discussion with educators throughout the country: it was
determined that, in order to avoid contusion with the economic dimension of
social studies programs. economic concepts would he woven into all the dimen-

sions and a separate category called Et:ono:mt. Awareness would he avoided.

Field testing of curricular materials will help determine whether this was a wise
decision. Four of the dimensions have been labeled developmental dimensions
Coping Behaviors. Decision Making. Lifestyle. and Self-development. In other
words, Lont.epis related to these dimensions can he put into a logical sequence
lor different experience levels. Three of the dimensions! ave been designated as
interacting dimensioi,s in which each dimensional concept and suhconcept is
appropriate for all experience levels Attitudes and Appreciations. Career Infor-
mation. and Lifestyle. Of Lourse, concepts in these three dimensions would he

presented at increasingly higher levels of sophistication to correspond with
increasingly higher experience levels.

USING CAREER DEVELOPMENT THEORY
TO HELP IDENTIFY CONCEPTS

Space will not permit an examination of the concepts that are included in
eacn of the seven dimensions of career development. However, an examination
of the Decision Making Dimension will heti) illustrate how career development
theory relative to decision making was used to help identify concepts and
subconcepts that are included in that dimension.

Through the use of decision models, attempts have been made to theorize
about occupational choice. Herr and Cramer (1972) have indicated that, in one
sense, these approaches are economic in origin They say that the assumption
based upon Keynesian economic theory,. is that one chooses a career or an
occupational goal which will maximize gain and minimize loss. The gain or bas
can be anything of value to the particular individual. A given occupational or
career pathway might he considered as a means of achieving certain possi-
bilities greater prestige, security, social mobility, or likelihood of finding a
spouse when compared to another course of action. Herr and Cramer explain
that implicit in rich an approach is :he expectation that the individual can be
assisted to predict the outcomes of each alternative and the possibility of such
outcomes. He will then choose the alternative which promises the most reward
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, .
for his. investment. (time, tuition, untn dues, delayed gratificaticit) with the

.
least probability of failure.

.

Formal decision theory conceives decision making as a process having an
essentially rational base 'and' involving theselection of a single alternative at a
partichlar point in time (Costello and Zalkipd, 1963), However, Hansen,
(19644965) takes the position that4ecisions are frequently more psychofogical
than logical. .

o wL.7< Z2O

Readiness Level

.

SAMPLE DIMENSION: DECISI1N MAKING'
-r

, '
Life involves a series pf choices leading to career commitments.

First Experience Level

Second Experience Level

Third Expe.ience:Level

'Fourth Experience Level

Fifth Eiperience Level

Sixth Expfrie "-e Level

Choice means "making up one's itd" and there
are certain situations. where one can ke choices.

. Things change and these things influe the
choices and de 'lions oneinakes.

An indwiduars decisions afft:ct himself and others.

People change
xt.

and these changes influence the
choices and decisions one makes: ,

9
Decision mating involves risks. -
Decision ;raking can precipitate chain reacting.

Previous decisions, peers. graulivations, needs. in-
terests. .itnd can 'r information influence present,
and future deyisions.

. .

<I
=jr..." °111

choice means.'making u one's mind -and there are certain situations
where one,cast ma 'es.
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'A career education program that uses decision models of career aevelop-
menf one part of the total-program might construct activities that teach the
de ion making process. The Decision Making Dimensions contain the.Concepts
and ubeoncepts'illustrated on the preceding page.

.

PLACEMENT OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS
:WITHIN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM .

SeveralVdlopaphies exist regarding the placement -of career de'velopment
N.
concepts in the elementary school currifulum. Some career education leaders
maintain that career'developmelit concepts should be organized into a career
education program that can stapia itself alongside the other subject natter
that is traditionally taught in the elementary school. Others maintain .that,
because miter development, concepts- are the unifying force which can ni4ke
other subject matter more meaningful, those concepts ought to be, infused with
other -subject matter. There is need for experimentation with .both types

w
of

. , , ,curriculum organization plans.
7

. Rpgardless of ivhich pgn is used, certaintbasic planning functions must be
considered. Have career development concepts been idengied? It so, is.the
number of concepts:so unwieldy that it wbuld be difficu 1 rto incorporate all the
auncepts into any school curriculum? Have child growth nd development data
been taken into consideration? Are suggested activities appropriate for children? .
Can the career development concepts be tied tosubject mat pr in a'meaniiigful

'was', or is the relationship an artificial one? -

r

TRA14SLATING THE CONCEPTS INTO
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
AND PRQCEDURES

es:

An end product of project efforts will
Cognitive

be a combs aOrn teacher's manual and
curriculum guide which will present sarn-
ple teaching strat,ies and units for in-,

fusiqg career development concepts in
rfrathematics. science, language arts, and
social studies. Objectives derived from t
concepts have been written forothe co
tive, affective. mill psychomotor domains.

An exasisation of some of thelan-
guage artslmaterials-that are included in
the curricular materials will illustrate how
career development concepts have been

-interwoven,

Affective

V

Psychomotor

ld
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THIRD EXPERIENCE LEVEL
LANGUAbE ARTS

Dimension Infusion Strategy 'Occupation Activity Subjec: Matter

CB

IGnonar and Usages

Couple, Cut, and
Cho/Neat e

C8 aup le. Cut, and
Cooperate

,CB Places. Prices. and
People

SD Coffee. Tea. or Milk/

) co

a

CB

CB

fLotentne and S5eaktnps

Couple. Cut. and
Cooperate

Brakeman

Brakeman

Grain Fdetator
Operator

Waiter /Waitress

Brakeman

Couple. Cut. and BeakendE
Cooperate

Maces. Prices, and People Grain Iletator
Operator

Recreation
Worker

R retest on
Morket

r
D.M lwr Change for bun

with Recreation

Chahar for I un-
wit Recreation

DM ( /owing Great
Green Goals

LS How Social is Sewing;

LS How Social Is Sewing"

LS

SD

SD

SD

) (Reading!
SCR

CB

DM

Uhf

LS

SD

SD

How Social le Sew ing

forester

ft...lustful Sewing
Machine Operator

&hula Sewing..
tune °presto"

Indu.trpl Sewing
Machu* Operator

Life with Libraries Librarian

Life with Libraries Librarian

Riddles with
Railroad
Words

Membera the
Model Freight
Train Crew
Prices Go Up
and Down.

Writing Orders

Member of the
Model height
Trim Crew
(Vein,Anytime

Large or Small.
Always Tall

Let's Go fly a'"?
Kite

Tell Me a Story

Identifying
Tree,

Don't Lack a
Good Balk

Mass Producing
Bean BaSS:.

How Do You Do It'

Owning the
Lgirary

Library Order

Coffee, Tea, Wk. Waiter/Waitress Doing, for Others

Couple. Cut, and
Cwopetate

Places. Mee.. and People

ChaI nge (or Ear with
Raceeatron
Growing Great

. Green Goals
Growing Great
Green Goats

How Social Is Sewing'

fe with l itbrsansci

if e with Libraries

(Writing AllIs)

CR Couple. Cut, and
Cooperate

CB I Couple, Cut, and
Cooperate

CB

92

%yes. hires. and People

brakeman g Two Centuries Of
Railroading

C
Grain Elevator Large or Small
Operator Always Tall

R ion Let's Go f ty a
Worker Kite
Forester Planting a Tree

Ervester The forest
. Community

Industrial Sewing Lints
Machine Jperator

Lerarian Library Order

L ibrahan Picking and.
Choosing`/

Bralseman

Brakemen1

Grain Elevator
Operator

Riddles with
Liadroad Words

Member of the
Model Freight
Train Crew
A Buying Selling
Grain Chain

Uses of language
Nouns and verbs
Labeling Ltd classifying

Uses of language

Symbols

Abbreviations

Gnutg and (aging &rip/hon.

Stress and feeling in speech
Sluts

Show and tell activities

,Noting and rememitenng details,
Gonna and taking directions

Acting out stories .
Stress and feeling in speech

Gtstrtemnd taking chrecteons,

Acting out stories
Giving aril taking directions

iating out stories

14Developing ricusmon skills
Interims:4,ot

.
Developing discussion skills
Interviewing

Developing discussion s kins

Developing discussion skills

Reading for information

Reading for information

Sequence

Seca uences

Recognizing qualifying words

Figurative language

finding Information
Library skills

Library skills

Vocabulary building

Using codes

Vocabulary building

S
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SUMMARY .

Elementary school, career .education programs have progressed from the. -
state of teing esseptially occupational- information type programs to the stage

Here career dev*elophien't concepts that relate to areas such as self-development
and decision making are integral parts of the programs. Federal and state funding
which has permitted experimentation with casseei education programs at the
elerpgnlary school level is an indication of the importance placed on career
education by the public.
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COMMUNICATION: 4)KEY TO LIFE SUCCESS

John D'YJeitking
.

4

. ,

LI

This paper reports some observations about a career education project in
Pikeville, Kentucky, which took, place betiveen 1970 and 1973, and one in
Fayette County (greater Lexington, Kentucky area), that is currently in prog-
ress. While the site in Pikeville was quite different from thlt in Lexington, the
goals for human development have many similarities\

. Pikeville a rural, coal mining community of about 5,000 people, located
in theAteasternmeist and largest county in Kentucky. Until a new highway was
completed recently, Pikeville was five hours from the nearest metropolitan area.
Economic activity is almost complete4restricted to coal mining and the services
(retail sales, medicine, yaw) related, to Mining. Oneinployment fluctuates be-
tween 10 and 15 percenrand there has'been a amiiistent emigration of people.
Since 1950 the ,rate has been about I percent peLyedr. The ool system in
which we wotice'd had 1,350 students in grades mil through t lve. After grade
three, glide& performed below national norms ayhievement tests and the
dropout rat was about 35 percent...

In contrast, Fayette Canty is a rapidly growing cojnmunity with a popula-
.

tioniof over,250,000 people. In the past, Lexingtou'was a large rural area with'
major employment associated with thoroughbred horses and tobacco. Mop
recently, an increase in new and diverse business expansion has accompanied the
populaction growth. Tt1 scho,o1 systfm, a recerit consolidation of the city and
county systems, has over 35,000 students in 'grades 4ne through twelve1,700
teachers, .and forty-five schools (thirty-pne elementary schools, ten junior high
schools, and four high, schools).. Student perforniance on achievement tests in

, the past five years has been almost equivalen't to national norms.
-.-

Many other differences between the two communities influenced the strate-.
gies used to implement career education. Differences in strategies are Usually
related to the previously mentioned demographic infodiation. Thus, suitstan-''y
teilly different results are expected from the two projects?

. Possibly the greatest difference between the projects is the attempt to
include teacher education in Fayette county. RasterniKeritucky University wi
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prepare programs to train professional educators, in both inservrce and preservice
' situations, to futiction in career education related roles. , '

In both projects, career education .has been used as'a technique to revitalize
the total educational program; man)) teachers are reexamining the fundamental
goals that guide the curriculum and are making major,revisions in the total
curriculum. The incre ise in teacher enthusiasm appears to be related to their
own involvement in an educational program consistent with what students need
to adequately' function in _life relationhips and to their students' positive
responses to meaningful activities:
- many teachers were skeptical of career education and a few
teachers made' no changes in their teaching. Reasons for their apprehension
included -tack of understanding Abut the world oC,work, fear that students
wouldnot acquire the basic, skills, and reluctance to make major departures from
the traditional teaching-learning patterns. Teachers were forced to examine their
own value systems agAlejf relate to work and all lifestyles.

What does this mean for the teaching of reacting? What has been said could
apply to the teaching of math,'science, social studies, Mpsic, or art as well as
reading, Although the content of 'each discipline is unique, various content areas
are related.

Because of these relationships, the term communication is used hi planning
experiences for. students. Focusing on communication causes educators to erit-
Phasize language development. The 'terms reading, spelling, and English ae
viewed as subelemi(nts of 'the primary goal of communication. Using thecom-
munication theme, teachers telichko. ask different questionsthan when various
skill development areas are considered in isolation. In addition tc asking how
reading is most effectively taught; teachers raise such questions as, Why do
students need to read? How will students, benefit from learning to read? Is
app opriate attention being given to al: aspects of communication? Although
to chers ask the question< students must have experiences that permit them t
find appropriate answers as they deyelori effective communication skills.

There are many ways to show that cai'eer education contributes to com-
munication and that communication immves career development. Four Ways

. have particular significante as they 1;e I at - t o both communication and career
education. .

o

Still development is critically important in a well-designed career education
program. Of all the skills that students learn,.conimunication skills ate the most
fundamental. It is often'said th,at a surgeon, athlete, or bricklayer is skill 1; but

seldom doesonekhear that an authors minister, or salesman is skilled. Aforeman
is one" recognized for the skill be had when he was a craftsman prior to
becoming a foreman but the skill he uses to communicate with his subordinates
is seldom noted: Certai ly, skilras arammunicator ilanalogouswith skill in any
other life activity. Whel students view communication as a skill and reognize
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that it can be used effectively,like any other skill, it will have a new importance
to them. This was clearly illustrated in a unit where a class of sIxth grade
studint, produced a television how. The importance of what was said on the
TV show, how it was worded, hicialhe clarity of speed' became more important
to the students than it would have in a typical classroom setting.

Three Roints regarding the development of communication skills should be
.

lremembereab y teachers: . ,

1, Let students use the skills in real situations where they can experience
the consequences of being able,to commualcate effectively,

Ilse real life; examples to help students understand the importance of
, .

communication; instead of telling them about situations, encourage
them to make their own observations,

3. Place as much emphasis on developing communication skills as is placed
on gaining the skills to becbme a mechanic.

Subject relevance requires that students be given acceptable reasons, ether
. .

overtly or covertly, for studying particular subjects. When students ask why1 they
have to take eleven/ to -twelve years bf English of why they have to read certain
books, teachers' responses are often unsatisfactory to the students and the result
frequently is apathy or rebellion. The, problem is that what is taught and how it
is .taught maybe the teacher's personal decision, wi the student excluded. The
professional judgment of most educators is to be r pected, but student needs
must he included.

-
The community is a prhary source of help lid prcivi ng relevance to

learning. experiences. What better way can a teacher find yelp student*
underitand the relevance of a subject than to see sorneone tually using the
course content in real life settings? The use of the term t e setting rather than
occupational setting is by design. Occupations ate only one way; of giving
meaning to.learning experiences. .

thirm'athbscience, and language in her classroom. Students were e -
d,grade teSchei used'activities dealing, With the construction

to reinforce
posed to a new vocabulary, examined literature related to their. interest areas,
and had the opportunity to interact with people from various aspects of the
construction industry in the community. In addition to finding meaning in
language, math, and science, students improved their selfawieness, intta-
personal relationships, and work valuest 110,

Decision making appears vttbe a priority mandate of public education
today. The quality of, a person'rlift and the health of our natiorare based on
decisions .0of people. At some time in his life, each indiviKal must make
,decisions about family relationships; civic responsibilities; avocational pursuits;'
moral; aesthetic, and religious concerns;,and-ecodpomic responsibilities. In fact,
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personal decisions about one area of life cannot be made without considering the

others. Although career decisions e often 'based .1 economi factors, students

. must learn the importance of considering other factors. Ina quate decisions
regarding a career may produce pathological results Ouch as nhappiness or

illness.
By providing ex es which encourage students to make decisions about

themselves and how they relate to life, teachers are preparing students for
making decisions after leaving school. Like learning Melt or iatiguage, decision
making appears to be a developmental process creatingtkide individual differ-
e ces among students. Thus, the sophistication ot) decision making can be

1,` xpected to increase as students mature.
6 key-ingredients in helping ttudents make decisionsgppear to be: providing a

iridevariely of life experieipermitting students to internalize the experi,
ences from several points of view, giving students the freedom to make decisions,

and attaching some consequence to decisions,. Suctkopportunities are rare,
"lough, when schools are currently organized and conducted to maintain control
with most decisions predetermined for students, Although control should not be

complete.ly abandoned in 'schools, more opportunities should be provided for*

students to make edutitional decisions as a means of gaining the expertise to
impletnenelife decisions an important goal of career education.

It is inconceivable tut students Could adequately accomplish the decision
making process without effective communication. Decision making provides a

purpose for communicating. To provide more-opportunities for student decision
making than were offered in the past, the project high schools have initiated a
twelve week "phased elective" program! In the, language arts depirtm t stu-
dents may select hem over sixty elective courses, each independent and virO a

difficulty level varying from I (low) to 5 (high). Phased-elective pro aming

offers several unique advantages over conventional schooLprogiams. No longer

are decisiOns mad; for studbnts; they elect courses onabe basis of ititerest and
self-understanding of theif ability. The results have been fewer schedule changes,

I fewer teacher - student conflicts, and higher student success (over 100 percent
-more A's and fewer failures). Language arts was the first area to implement a
phased - elective prograM; the most significant finding was a substantialsincrease

in the number of studentsielelg languagearts al free electives.

Preparation or placement is a consistent overall goal of career education.
Each student leaving higit school should be prepared for pospsecondary educa-

- tion, inclUding collegiate programs as ararvocational-technicarprograms, or a
job. Such a gbal assumes that it is not sufficient to provide experiences for
students to make career decisions; students need-to be encouraged to organije
plans and prepare to implem4t their diver rlecisions. Not every, student 4111

deverop and implement a systematic plan,. but focusing on suchl a goal empha,

sizes the importance of goals.'
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° The goal of placement implies that one of the goals of education is t2
prepare students to function in life, with econryinic participation being a funda-'
me:pial element. Such 'a goal means that learning is approached front a life utility
point of view, thus assuring that students will face,society with the skills to

.participate effectively. , . . (
Educational accountability is closely related to the life success-of students

and yet education cannot be expected to assume the total respobiltii for d
'student's success. Schools 'a o have a prbfound influence (either positive or
negatiye) on their students. To theiimits of their capabilities,. teaehers who are .0

accour(table provide the gui4ance and experiences needed by a student for
-.,success IIT life. . -

-----__

A basic life unction in today's society is that of achieving economic
success, which 4s.m st desitable if the means-is self-satisfying to the individual.
The interrelationships among life's activities are so`great ,that it is difficult to., .

consider one in isolation. How one participates in the wall of work affects and 3

is affected by his ability to engage in recreational, civic, and other life activities.
There are many students who have tin interests and jlpsitudes to pursue ..-.,

careers which are largely depend tit ,on the attainment of dommunication . .

skills- journklism.lelevision, lath), awl advertising. Communication rograms.
.

exist int.many schools, but they re usually approached from the " n to do"
poikt of view with little consideration of the possibility that- the experiences ..
may provide the bdsi.s-for potential employment. ,

Studelltoof Fayette Cou ty are fortunate to have phased-elective programs
in the high schools. Teachers re developing courses that have appeal to a wide
vary of student interests, ne df which is communication. Phased-elective
s-cWiuling ii a delitty system in which students can select and.cbtrilljne courses.
into. packages that will yield a more functional background. For example, a
student who is interested in jo rnalism mai enroll in such courses as commercial -
art, advertising, marketing a distribution, and printing as well as journalism
courses. These options were not available inthe past because entry' No related
courses was on a yearly basis. 1_21,N,

0 Focusing on language development as communication Ras given new mean -
ing to the need forskill development,- provided the often missing element of
relevance, included a framework from Which students can make caree tecisions;
and given visibility-to thefact th I t some students want (and deserve the right) to
prepare for careers in communi ation. Teachers in the projects are,_9thusiastic
because they are cdnujibuting to human developmept by better preIal

I

ing stu-
denib for participation in lifetime activities. . .
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cAREEREI) ATION': A VEHICLE FOR INCREASIN&
LANGUAGE' ARTS ACHIEVEMENT, 7 1

aVene A Olsonr .

O

INTROO1JOION
A stUdy liTaving students in grades one through six (Olson, 1972 and 1974)
indicates that career education plays a significant role in language arts achieve-
ment related to capitalization, punctuation, usage.and structure, and spell g.

Language permeates all educational en avors, in fict all of life: Those who
place a low value on effe tive verbakinteract on make the faulty assumption that
all individuals operate from a similar nonverbal experiential base and possess a
similar ver)al orientat n. Children are expected to be sol&sticated- today
because of the many adva tagesaffordedto them. FOr many adults, sophistica-
tion means that children ould not question the meaning of precise sy s

which ar selected totransl to the imprecise-nonverbal worIct to others. ....

Lan age must be me ningful to its users. For many children, youth and
adults,-ex riences in the nonverbal world ar, necessary,to add meaning to
symbols commonly used. TI e completely cognitive improach of utilizing net%-
lous symbolsin defining other symbols (words) ddesinot necessarily provide the

.
meaning which is a- prereqSite to full afid. complete understanding of our
langettge. i

The skill of C'ommunicati isthe single niost important tool that men and\ ,. %

women have at theft disposal.lie basis of intellectual activity Is he ability to

ac rattly manipulate symb9ls o that others can understand -t e nonverbal
out which individuals c mmunicate. Coupled with the manipulation of°

sY s is the need to underst d the consequences of language usage.
../ A second all-enc mpass'n phenomenon is the inlportant rote of paid and
unpaid svprk.in the Iles rof rxipeople. Meaningful work is val ed by-many d
peolo.because of its ntrinsi5 and extrinsic rewards. The work- that one chooses"
(or in *filch one a cidentl)'; becomes involved) affects sc..... relationships,
psychological well-being, physical health, and leisure activities. , .

) Understanding the !Ole of work as it relates to the individual does not mean
that hild4n:Shourd memorize job descriptions. the role of work-is glustratted
throukh nonverbal and Verbal leaning expriences which relate to self-'
Understanding, educaiional,endeavors,:and career potential. Of necessity, these

:( experiences.place a premium on the effective use of language in,understanding
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astract concepts and nebulous gymbols..
`-)Traditionally there has been :in absence of experiences.whfch provide

students with an 'understanding ,of the relatiOnshilUetween education and
work. Abstract concepts and nebulous symbols 'are taught lo students in a
passive manner with regurgitation expected at The appropriate rime. Little
thought is givgn to utilizing nonverbal learning experiences to illustrate abstrac-
tions (Sugg, 1973).

FOT students to int nalize subject concepts,experiences must be provided
in the "real world" r laced to ta cognitive, affective, and psychomotor

;t-- domains. Students are nit likely to achieve educational goals when they are
taught ip an active rather thin a passive environment (Worth, 1972).

Students often lack a source understanding of the relationship between
educsation and work, Yen educators often assume that children and youth
inherently unders'and the value of school 'subjects and their relatitinship to the
'world/ outside the craisroom (Ginzberg. 11771). Many .educators act -as thSugh
learning must co e from between the covers of the "great books" and-itake

( place within dui tuI walls of-the classroom. For eAcellept teachers, the source

1

of learning is based on setIde is personal experiences as they relate to abstract
concepts and nebuims sy ols. Structured txp ,ences within and outsid.e.the . '
four clagsroom walls be a source of learning (Byrne. 1969). Neglect of what
takes place wit students may- cause the learning process to operate in4a
vac m. *I ,

In the past, awareness of self, education, and Career,s was aiby-pr ct of '-

the availability of members of,the family,witli4vhom children could interact
(Oliver, 1970). With fewec. important family members available for interaction
with children, educators' ire kecommg more significanf to students than they were
in the past. Alpthigh some teachers have accepted t)tis dimension to ifeachihg, all
educators must become aware of the changing na;ure.of the profession.

Career 6lucation Ids evolved as azproduct Al the human brain and is subject
to modification. Career eduction models or prototypes 2rebased on subjectiim
feelings and objective rgeardh about the educational process and the psychologi-
ca: na ;ure ofocareer developOkent. Through the process of relating educational
goals to life goals, career education goals emerge (Olson, 1973), The goals reflect
concerns aboin attitudes, knowledge-, and skills of children, youths, and adults as
they venture into social, educational, and career encounters. The emphasis in
career educatiOn is on reducing the difficulties which occur when students
encounter reality. .

Caree. education performance objectives are correlated (matched) with
s ubject'objectives during the development of curricular materials. Student learn- -
ing activities are selected to assist the student in achieving the performance -
objectives idefitified for career education and the subjects (fine its, lieguage
arts, mathematics, science, and social studies) whiii serve as vehicle 4 for imple-'\pleating career education. \ . '

a
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- The_gearal question ih the study involTes the degree 'to which t e career
, -

education pliiCess influences language achievement. The specific research ryes- .

- tion asked inqte study is, "Will students in grades one through six who have
,,been* involve in the career education process acquire greater ability in they

. . language arts'. skills of capitalization, punctuation, usage and structureaand
spelling than, students who have not been involved ein the career education

. , process?" - .

The operational hypothesis stater) in the null form follows: The; l be no-
)

significant difference between the adjusted posttest mean's bf the expenmental- e

4i

e
treatment students and adjusted posttest 'means of the control treatment stu-
dents on achievement in tests of capitalization. punctuation, usage alp structuttp
'and spelling.

'
'SAMPLE ,

T,he Lincoln County Exemplary Program was init tea in'eight elementary
stho91s, grades on through six, in Pall 1471. Using a t olxandom numbers,

students 174-omly selected from intact grotigs all ere assigned to the
experimenta ana control groups. . !r*- 1

Eighty stugelti- (experimental and control) from ath ade len! were
Jitetested in September 197 u lizing the Occupation11:Awarene Tent. To be

included in the treatnient gr ps, a'pretest store on theiOccupatio I AsYareness

Test and a posttest score on the 1.0,0,gloge Achievement T4st we
Students for Whom alt test data were not available were renioved rom the

Thesample size, was reduced from 240 to 214 subjects in the eZperi.
\mental treatment grouk and the number pf subjects .in the control treatmeht

group w.al.ieduCed from 240 to 205..
.0 For the puipose of determining whether .there was a significant difference

between, the adjustN posttest meanC.two trea.ment groups were utilized. The
experimental treatment group consisted of randomly selected students in grades
,one through six who were provided with planned 'career edudation learning
experiences via fine arts, language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.

, 'The control treatment group consisted of randomly selected students in grades
one through "six who weretsnot involved in planned career education learning

.
,experiences.

INSTRUMENTATION
, . The instrument which provided the dat for this study was the :California

''' Achievement Test devised by Ernest W. Tieg and Willis W. Clark. The California

- Language Achievement subtests (which meas re achievement in English-language
'skills), include sections on capitalizationi, punctuation, usage and structure, and

,

andspelling. The fbllowing levels were used: Level 1 for grades one ana Viyo, Level 2
)

for grades three and four, and Level 3 for'grades five and six:

zis
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ESIGN OF THE STUDY 1

Studeritsirrticiptting in the Study re pretested in September 1971. An
Occupational Awareness Test devised by coin Canty personnel served as the
pretest:The, posttest administered in May 1 72'%clyided t1te Language Achieve-
ment subtests of \the 9alifornia Achievement test. . N.,

Ida analysis of covariance (Multiple Regression Analysis) was to dew%
wh el., a s difference existed, between the adjusted posttest \

nmental oup and the adjusted posttest scores of the control
e null hypothesis as rejected at the 0:01 level of significan using a

.directi nal or one -wiled t t. The ,null hypothesis states (for. re ea *poses
4 only) t .there is naciiii.nence ttetween the two groups beingCl?mpared.

variates (the-b-Ais pf adjusting posttest Acores) were: Pretest score = X1,
and Grade Level = X2: The dependent or experimental varlatile was Language\
Achievement =y. . .

A

The design df the study was quasi-experimental design 1.0 (Pretest-Posttest
..Ncfnequivalent Cont of Group Design) described as follows by Campbell and
, Stanley. The X indk tell mat the experimental group received the career ,cluca-

lion treatment. 6' .
. k,

. Experimental 0 . *X . 0

giro!
i-

0 0

4 The eigierimenial and control groups did not have re-experimental sampling
equivalence..Sdbjects were not assigned to treatment wraps from a common
pdpulation. (The iNssibility exists that the groups may have been different
befori the treatment was applied. For this reason, the posttest scores were
adjusted for grade levels and pretest scoreThe experimental students were
randoinly selected from intact classes of students involved. in the career eduCa-
tion process. The ;ontrol students were selected from the remaining students
who had nat partiCipated in the career education prgcess.

RESULTS
The operational hypoth s stated' in tt1e null Thrjn follows: There is no

significant fference between the adjusted posttest means,of the experimental
group and he adjusted poittest means of.the control group on achievement in
tests 8f ca italization, punctuation, usage and structure, and spelling..

The adjusted posttest means for the experimental (career education) group
were I I percent higher than the adjusted posttest means for the control group
on language achievement. The date (graphically Illustrated in Figure I) indicate
that at all grade levels areadjusted posttest means of language achievement are
greater in the experimental group than ,the control group.
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TABLE 1

Analysis of *variance for Treatment
. on Lahguage Achievement (Y)

.

,
Source of Virlition

Degrees of Sums of
Freedom. Squares

Means
Squares s Values

,

.'( Treatment . 1 02 0.202, 7.32*

Log Pretest . :1 0.9 5 0.915 33.10

L6-itrade Level . ."1 3.9 0 3.950. 143.12

Residual' , N 415 11.416 . 0,2076

C

'Significant at the 0.01 Level (F. 6./0)

Table 1 presents tbe_resultiefl the analysis of covariance (co4arisOniof
means of the two gtoups) for the adjusted posttest means on language acruive-
mentAThe data indicate that the difference (in favor of career educitionl
-betweenrthe experimental group and the ,control group islignificant at the 0.01
level (the probability of error is one,percent). The null hypothesis is therefore
rejected and the research hypothesis appears plausible.-The research by thesis
states that: There is a significant differencebetweeiQhe adjusted posttest ans:
of the expTimental,group and the adjusted posttest eans of the control gr up
on achievement in specific language areas.
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Key Treatmeirt/Group Y Control Group_

Figure 1. Adjusted posttest means for Language Achievement using the
pretest aria grade levels as covariates. (Grifjes two to five are
omitted to simplify 'the illustration.)
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The conclusions are based on data obtained fia om the language suttests o

the. California Achievenient. Test which weie statiStieally analyzed using th
analYsis of covariance and percentage difference onadjusted posttestVeans. T
con usions are confined to pbpulationspmilar ire gr e level and socioecono
stat . Generalizations are also confined to evaluation instruments conipatlle
to hose tled in the study. Purposes other than the coinpailison of language
achievement between .treattAtnt groups were not explored. The conclusions
suggested within the limitations of the study are follows:

1. .Students in grades one through six who were providediwith planned
sateer education e.14ences folk tw,o semesters w significantly different on
language aehievemea*Wom students in grades one rough six whq wl're not
exposed to planned career,educationAcperiences. .

2. Students in grades one through six who wereaprovided with planned
cawar education experiences for two semesters scored 11-percent higher (ad-
jusrid posttest means) on language achievement than sttalents'ill trades one
through six Who were not exposed toplaind career education expeences,

The,purpose of the sytcly reported was.to determine the effect' eness orthe
care& education. treatment variable ~a& meavred .by ac ieve in certain,

t language afeas. Since the study indicates that career educ on s Ian-
guage.art. achievement in a positive direction, it lends support to the conce it of
using langu ge arts as a g for assisting studeilis to attain language arts n1

career ed cation gas i a program integrating careecseduitatLon with language
arts inst ion. /
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CAREER_ EDUCATION AND- READING:
:,

AN INFIAION PROCESS
Robert V. Jeryisl\

1

AL

.e 4

.
In.1969, Albert Quie, a member of thet1nited States House of Representatives,
told an AVA Conxention groups in Boston that every student should obtain a"
marketable skill before leaving formal education, a priority whiCh is.a goal for
career'education._ Quie said, hosievor, that this goal is not the first priority in
education; the most basic priority -is ading. Reading, as a firstpriority, must be
accompanied-by content that will e,lp a youngster succeed in the career of his
choice.

. /
As an implementer pf career ,education, my primary' functiod is to devise a

strategy which will deliver the ideaS'and c ncepts of career educatiOn to stirdehts
throttp teachers, counselor ;, and ot staff jetsonnel. The interdisciplinary
progiam is based on skills, at des, be ayiorle and experiences deemed necessary
fclr'cafreer decision making.Although there are other component., of the program .

guidaitCe and counseling, placement and follOw up, and careet,exploration the
pri ry has been upon the role of,classroom teachers,
that eam efforts can make. career education a goal for
every
sense,
roles o
successful fun

he dominant belief is
e total schoolsystem,

teacher eking a contribution tHrough whatever subject he teaches. In one.
the e1ationship.of su ect matter to the personal, societal, and economic

dents is being defi ed. Lariguagearts afid reading are essential to the:
of stu nts in each role. I3.ut on the other hand, career

education objectives contribute, to the reeding and langtjage arts prograM by
_providing the. motivation to learn. hildren want to read as the need for reading
"becomes apparent to them. * analysis of the objectives of career education reveals
other relationships. In fact, to many career objectives have implications for reading
and language arts that there is an urgency for language arts and reading personnel to
develop an acceptable definition of,career education which will relate specific goals
and objetitives to the readinpared language arts curriculum. This definition of .

concept and designation of specifib qbjectives related to each content area is the
focus of the Anne Arundel County Career Education PrOgram. '41'

Numerous s ) atemen'ts from the Office of Education have emphasized that
career educatio is not a program itself but is a concept to be infused into every
educigion program. Additional support for this approach can be found in Review

_ 1
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and vnthesis of Foundations fort'areer Education prepared by Edwin L. Herr,
Peryt Ivania State University. Dr. Here'sCates that "thi attp udes, knowleage, and

. ji skills which make up career development should weave thlough Ind be reinfor&d .

' x many educational experiences,nd the attitudes of those whd monitor the, .. )

eperiences.".Ttiis infusion proceit emphasizes the- conceptual basis of career
, ,.6

Iv e ucation as it related to traditional content and suggests that much of-what is
'being taught in our schools is relevant and d worthwhile. NA.there is'a need to,

refocus instruction so that its relevancy is appkettt to students in the classroim, .
lite ratio** of the Anne Arundel County PrOgram states that career develop-

ment education.is inseparable fr,onveducation in general, sinceultimately educa-
tion leaks td a vocational objective:. Therefore-, it is the responsibility of the sch5b1

Ito devellP a positive attitudekoward work in all students and to foster the idea thtt
. All tv ork \is honorable. To reflect this belief, all areas of the currieulum.should

incorpordte career edtCation intp the programs for the purpose of building tEe
relevance jof school and facilitating the coMplextask of career choice. ,

The ptogram is organized around a conceptual framework encompasting five
)major areas :- career, self, society, technology, ande.conomies each supported)'
by a

conceptual statement and certain subconcepts. Specific behavioral objet/
tives for each level primary, intermediate, middle years, and high school are:
aimed it each studenttrrtevel of comprehension and developMental state ofd\
learning ability. forming the basis for cla om.implementation the objectives -\
are interwoven into existing content, king career education a part of good
teaching. According to t, career education can represeht a form.of etluca-

q. tional motiVatis to be use in conjunction with any other motivational devices
,

that have worked effective in the past. '

In"summary, car er educationis a concept which cannot supplant existing "
curriculum but can enhance ant strengthen it. it derivs its strength an focus

froriy Atitioners in each area of the curriculum who identify the Inks between
specific career objectives and the content. In Ann Arundel County, the process is
described, in four distinct phases and is having the effect of internalizing the
objective of caremeducation in the total school prograirm

PHASE /I THE BASIC COMPONENT .

hiiManpower andEconomic Education, Darcy and Powell (1973) point out
that now, more than ever before, the American worker is'required, to read, write,
speak, and listen effectively in order to get a job and perform/it successfully. The
book's intent is to'make workers aware of the economic prdcess and the role of ,
work in their lives. DIrcy and Powell Identify-four basic skills valued in the
manpooir market: communication, compdtation, manual dexterity, and group
organization. Communication is defined as the way to get the job done. The
impact of reading on every job is obvious, from the most menial task W the

most highly complex function. The United tates Department of Labor Oceupa-
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correlationOklook Handbook suggetia that there isa 414 o 1 ation b e tweet). the

tR unemploynient rate afid. lack of education, with reading being a critical com- .

Ppnent of that 'education. It is relatively easy, to cite statistics demonstrating the t,
critical role reading in the curriculum; it is also interesting to analyie
piorities cited -6y Ida communities when asked' to rank priorities for ethic*
tion. In Anne Arundel County, career education inckeaditig are always clOse to
the top, as if one wee Competing with the other. If reading takes top priority,
can only. strengthen a career,educafionvProgram. It seems likely that both

' reading and language arts teachers are concerned ¶ith career education as iareer
t '4education.objectives,constantly erppiPasiz(the neeilior reading and language arts

*Mk Thus, the first step in the infusion process is the realization that contest is
still the basic Aiding block .of the instructional unit. To build a career

. education experience without careful attention to the academic skills to be
mastered would defeat one of the prime purposes of career education.

Educators are asked to be more please concerning the id as idd skigwhidi
make up course content and to focus attention on the e sentials of a good
reading and language Ids, social studies, or mateprogram, he classtsom-unit
evolving from thii wocess will be based on a solid understanding of reading or
language arts and career objectives as they interrelate. '
PHASE II ANALYZING CAREER EDUCATION G9ALS AND OBJECTIVES

. . .
Many career 'education goals and objectives appear in the literature The

Anne
1

Arundel County Program lists from ten to fifteen objective deach of- the.
five concerhual areas and for. each of the loin levels of -i tnktion. The

i Comprehensive Career Education Model, developed by the Center forWoca:
tion if, -Technical Edutation at Ohio State University, servPs 4 astrong base for
the arerials being veloped there. The California State Department of Educa;,
Lion has compiletfa list of concepts critical to career education. Thus, frbm coast
to coast career con cots and objectives are being written and formalized. Phase
II of the infUsion process requires an analysis of career education &incepts and
objectiv s in terms of their relevece to the educational philosophy of the school
syste and their applicability to each, particular area of instruction - in tins
case, ading. . .

In Anne Arundel County this phase is the most critical in the integration
process because it demands realistic input from reading and language arts
personnel..Their task is to analyze, revise, and select those objectives which hAre
significance for the reading and language arts curriculum at their particular levels
of instruction. This task requires inservice time for professionals to discuss,

, analyze, and select or formulate career objectoives which have significance for
them; there is no need to cover all career education objectives. As Hoyt (1973)
points out, teachers should pick concepts they consider important for students.
As a group, reading and language ads teachers compile a set of objectives which
ale relevant to student needs. In Anne Arundei County the objectives are

tot
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. specified for each. level of-fivconcerualAas:, -/ C'areer. Career edurati, prepares man for the wor d orwotk. . `-

..Self. Self -t riderstanaing is vital' to career decis andzork perfor-
- ,

,,,
I .

manic, .
le .: 4 . .

94ciery:-Society reflects The creative force qf pork. I .

Economics. Man's livelihooddepends upon the prodbetion, distilibu- '
tion, arid coraqumption of goods and services. .'"

..Technology."Man,and technology 'altcontinually -Interacting in man's "-,
work. '

Thefe is generally, little difficultf in elecling, front each conceRtual,are),.career
objectives which are related to the critical tent of reading and language arts.

,s' .

PHASE III WRITING INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (
..

The integration-process must insure that everyystudent receive in.,itiction
which elates the traditional learning experiences to carer gdals and obj?Etives., 7,
Once language arts, teachers have reassessed dittiriconfert in terms of what
material must ate dAlivered to the students and analyztdr the career goals and
objectives which are relevant to urriculum, Phase III provides f9r construc-

/ tion of the specific behayior41' jectives to achieve integration. These opera-
tional or instructional objectives aN fqf classroom use Slid reflect the efeative
'input of 'the. classroom teachey In some'cases they are simple content objectives ..,
°related ,to -careeobjectiviS within the tame unit; In other cases they are a
combination of both career and content objectives. The objectives, written for
students, call for behaviors which indicite that the student understands the
content being taught' ana the career implications or that content. Studerit ...

activities which are career orientedxontent oriented, or a combination of both,
can then be devised to achieve the stated objectives. Oftenit is 'only in the ..

activities that the relationship becomes 'ob.viotis,, between content and career .
objectives, Once teachers are thoroughly familiar with the career objectlyesand
have access to career materials, the.,proviSion of !gaming experiences requires
little more teacher planning time than the traditional method of teaching. kite
emphasis In Artne,,,Atundel County is now on the process of,inthrating career
.eduction and content rather than an the development of a product. Havj

- developed instructional units and fie'd tested them in the county, the results4 ,

seem to indicate "that:

I. Astructional units are motivators for teachers to use as protot pes. It is
difficult to achieve integration through:die use of instruct al.units, as
teachers are reluctant to Adapt the work of others a teach the

-cofnplete unit. They will', however, take meanie activities from
them and incorporate them into their own units.

2. Instructional units require a great deal of time and effort. Essential
input is required from teachers and time is seldom available foi teachers
to do the necessary planning.

4/
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;I . The instructional unit outlines now being used to acliiethe three phases
...

previously discinsed cotwain the elenients of a complete instructional unit and

- can be expanded at the discretion of the teacher.
. ., I.010-"val

4 PHASE IV --'0ESIGNING ACTIVITIES (0 ACHI
a .

=

Gardner Swenson, (197,1), in ms sessions to
E THE OBJECTIVES

velop'Unipac, often empha-

sized the fact. that individualization of instructi n occurs' when the learner
participates id only tho-se activities that aie nesled to achievetthe ollisictives: The

ibasic format for the ng.ttictional unit$ and tfie outlines pre ntly beiQ4 used ,in

Anne Arundel County here the result of several workshop ,sessions held in the
county. by Dr. Swenson. Although the format has been modified to ni
needs of* the. project, the emphasis on individualizing instructidn'through het&
of diversified activities is cbntinuous. Creating activities is The world of teaching:

1,once a, group of teachekL,Pas conceptualized a unit as career oriented, the
designing of activities b,egomes the domain of each teacher. Depending on the
stated objectives' activAties which have worked effectively with other teachers
may be 'Suggested. The following suggestions are use to enhance the reading and, .

'IangtiagE arts program, rather than supplant it

Senior High Language Arts -
1. Research two specify: 8reers with attention to educational requirps

mitts,' salary, places of employment: advantages, disadvantages, aik .
' physical environment.,

2. Present an informal tans on one career.

. 3, Create s visual display about a career, giving attention- to the else of
language to enhance the display.

*

4

Junior High Language Arts
% A

. ..

, -,/ ,,,i1 . Discuss aspects of self, based on individualizal reading, using questions
-such as What are values?What is it like.to be a boy?

_

2. Plan a.communify utililing reading mateiial available in class and, as 'a ,
'. group, prepare a written retort which answers quesiipnsitsuch as Where

would you locat; '11 business? Where would you waiOto live? Hoi,x
would you control pollution? .. ,

Elementaryryfiguagc 4rts (
Basal kaders
1. to stories which involve, oc pations, keep a notebook on Jobs We Recut

1.;\
o g

5

a

Aboo and add to it as vari s occupations are discussed.

2. In stocueS which emphasize values and/oi it<lings. discuss or write abou

how a child' would feel in' the situation escribed; use openende
sentences relate& to a feeling or value expi ssed in the- story; such as,

If I were in Johnns place, l would ave. 4

When done hits me, I feel
.

O

Exemplary Programs in Career Educatio?..0'
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.
-, objectives rilUch depend upon content activities for implementation, through

instructional units which incorporate career objeckives into a content unit, to
instructional unit outlines whice emphasize the process...of integration rather
than the product. Now thit this process is finding geneial acceptance, the new

/ thrust is into the area of Curriculum, a tempting area for career educators a it
offeg the oppottuniy to incorporate &veer education objectives in.continp s

curriculum revision. Workshops for that purpose are being held with content
e teachers and career education resource leachers. ..

.

',, Science and social studies personnel are taking the initial steps With mite-
.

rials'beini field-tested in selcted schools. The: emphasis is on blending content
and miter' implicatickns;- but with the glowing realization that many career
objectives can be achieved better within; raper than apart trom, the program df

"studies, then is a growing impetus Or further curriculum expansion. Such an
approach is- being examined by the language arts teachers. The process is slow
because the involvement is great; but it is hoped that this internalizing process
will eliminate the notion that career education is just an add-on that will soon

, disappear. Career education's potpntial has only been sampled.
/. 1

i

.

Eanriage Experience
4

ert

et.

Using career related experience!

'1. Take trip to ; writta group or individual story about' the trip,
work rs seen, which job the child liked and why, whether the child
would like being that workeirand why or wlik not (values and feelings),,

2. -Bring in a tact piece of equipmentror clothing to use as mo ion for
discussion or writing a story about a worker or group of rkers.
Objects might include a cash'register,yrrnometer, Motorcycle helmet

- . .
r

. I 7

). 1 .
s

\ In summary. four phases of the infusion process now tiling implemffited in
I Anne Arundel County include .a more precise stateLnent of content objectives:. .
-analysis of careq goals and objectives, the writing oT specific daily objdctives to%
acthe-ve career oriented instruction, and the creation of activities to achieve the
stated objectives. Since objectiveare written in performance terms, evaluation is
an ongoing component of the tbial process.

. -/ Evaluation dataare now being gathered t assess the effectiveness of t3e 4
a

total Process; results of a third party evaluation wi be used to 'revise lhis process
at a coniponert of curriculum revision. . :l.

,

c . .

k.7 tt .. ...

4

a

NEW APPROACHES

In Mine Arundel County, there has been a logical progressiqn_from career
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SUMMARY' ANg COMMEIS
Theodore L. Harris .

_

)?
This volume on Readirig and Career 444,1ilion appears at a propitious moment.

.

Ihecareer education noyement expkiritory in nattire. open-ended in cons
cept, yet vital in its concern has now beconie a vehicle for a searching
examinition of the entire educational curriculum. In reading and in reading
education, especially in our currdnt concern for greater emphasis upon reading in
the content fields at all curricular levels, we should welcOme a curriculum
reformation that make! reading a more functional part of the.educative process.
Thui the proposition, that reading is an essential tool in exploring the ,,world of
work and in Feinting the thinking skills necessary for coping in an increasingly,
technological society an idea long subscribed to in the field of readihg now
assuRes a special significance. For iQeducational experiences at all levels can be
made more meaningful,' would not reading tasks become- more significant?
Would not the motivations for reading be enhanced? Might not such curriculum

.revitalization bring with it the seeds of preventive reading development rather
than the continued harvesting of remedial reading problems?, As this writer
reviews the discussions of the national scene in career education, the reading
requirements of career education, and career education's exemplary wograms,
Ile was constantly aware of two .recurring themes: 1) career educlion attempts
to make educational experiences meaningful and,?) reading is a basic communi-
cation tool in career education. Points relevant to each of these propositions will
be examined briefly.

1

THE SEARCH FOR MEANING

While Pierce notes that a perennial problem in American education is that
we really do flint know very Inuit; about creating change, the purposefully vague
concept of career Nucation is'providing a useful mearis of injecting meaning into
the kmerican.educational enterprise as an antidote to what Feldman irreverently
calls the "galloping irreleinitcy of the American educational establishment." One
reason for the apparent success of career education that, as Peterson points
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out, thy' very opennessbf the concept allows'-teachers involved in curriculum
rev.isin to mOfe it their own rather than to feel they are simply copying a fixed
model. Then, too, the open concepti.of career education allows for a diversifica-

.
tion of approaches suitable to the pluralistic cultural characteristics ofmerican
society, noted by Feldman. Far from being a simple concept, some of the
complex dimensions of career education in prictice are suggested-by a number.
of contributors notably Peterson-and Jervis.'"

Career 'education offers a fresh integratio. of old educational goals. Brickell
acknoWledges the tnclebteditess of the current career educ'ation concept to
Dewey's experimental school i* social education at the tura d'f the century and
to the work-study programs at Antioch. He makes, however', a clean -cut argtr-
ment for abandoning the longstandinklassical argument that general liberal
education precede special training for the vocations and professions. He proposes .
rather that only by experiencing the interaction between these two dimensions

'at all educational levels will the educative process become meaningful to the
student and m$et the aspirations of th. public as well. Feldman further,adds that
the goals of education today include both work-oriented 'goals and those
directed toward the attainmentof the good life.

An emphasis.uvon active, purposeful learning is virtually a corollary of the
deliberate intervielving of general ideas with theirutilitarian applications. Career
education. in fast, is a direct attack against the all too familiar admonition "This

do you good some day." There is considerable psychological wisdom in
the proposition thal significant meaning arises when general ideas and specific-
applications are brought into juxtaposition a specific ain't of career education.
Furthermore, as one keeps in touch with the 'realities of the vrorld of work,
added psychological benefits accrue in terms of an increased sense of achieve;
ment and self-confidence derived from abundant experience in the decision
making processes involved ;n career education. Jenkins notesiarticularly the
important role of reading in the communication processes associated with such
experiences. 4

' The far-reaching implications of career education for curricular changes in
education, intludi4 teacher education, are-accompanied by a sense of urgency
wellexpressed by Feldman: "There is no wajting for Godot." Peterion, for
example. sees a ..drastic shift in emphasis in the-elementary school curriculum
from an information-dispensing model- to a self-development, decision making
one. Both Peterson and Jenkins describe certain of the processes of curricular
change with which they ha.ve worked as "infusion" proZ:esses, which this reviewer
akes to mean as an injeedon of a curricular focuswhich transforms but neither

completely not necessarily replaces an' existing curriculum. Both Pierce and
Feldman envision drastic changes in teacher education programs to meet the new
awareness of and focus on career education.

I r
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THE ROLE OF READING

The case for reading in a statewide career edUcation movement is well made
by Nix. He argues that the educational enterprise should channel "every avail-
able resource into teaching reading as an.integral part of every school subject"
and notes that career education is an effective vehicle for doing this. Levin
explores the significance and role of reading in career education in .some detail,:
including higher order reading-thinking skills needed by the independent learner.
Virtually all contributors to this volume either affirm explicitly or imply that'
reading plays a central communication role in career education.

It seem_ s obvious, however, that, much work needs to be done to define
'functional levels of literacy /nd explore adult reading competencies as the
reports of Northcutt and Murphy suggest. Similarly, the work of Sticht and
McFann suggests

even
of the complexities of ascertaining the specifit reading

competencies even in a very specific vocational area. These problems, plus the
need. for continuing assessment of die career education-reading relationship

'noted by Olson, Jenkins, and Jervis, indicate a need for the definition of many
research tasks at early levelst in addition to the speeitc research targets described
by Harmon for older youths and adults in curicut National Institute of
Education projects. ,

READING AS CAREER EDUCATION

If the role of reading is important in the future of career education, what
assurance. do we have that itwill continue to function in career education? One
possible answer maybe found in Bric'kell's sage remark That reading may well be
the original ,career 'education model: an integration of avocational skill and a
4ibeiating art. It seems reasonable indeed that reading will be a necessary
function as long as we continue to use the symbolic shorthand of writing to
communicate ideas in work and leisure pursuits.

Perhaps another reason f9r optimism about the continued wedding of career
education and reading is that career education represents a new version of an old
problem: tOsso .relate educctionaL theory to educational practice' that highly
transferable !earnings result. Career education, by seeking to make educational
experi6nces vital and meaningful to students, directly attempts to achieve
maximum transfer of schooling at all levels. As this promising n1ve4nept in
education gathers momentum, we may see a revolution. in attitudes toward
schooling, more significant !earnings, and more self-directed students than in the
past. In this process, reading cannot fail to prosper even more effectively as a
tool and an art. lt,is indeed a way of learning that captures the essence of career
education: to help the student learn to serve a useful role in society while
cultivating the mind and spirit.
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